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Abstract 

The goal of this project was to provide climate change adaptation strategies to supplement 

Para la Naturaleza’s existing management plans and protect ecosystems and infrastructure within 

the coastal areas of Las Cabezas de San Juan Nature Reserve and Área Natural Protegida Medio 

Mundo y Daguao. This was accomplished by assessing the two sites, prioritizing at-risk areas, and 

proposing adaptation strategies. We have proposed non-invasive adaptation strategies in two 

forms: general strategies to be broadly applied, as well as specific recommendations for areas 

within the two sites.  
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Executive Summary 
Climate change is a growing issue impacting natural and human systems around the world. 

Coastal regions are especially susceptible to the effects of climate change due to their proximity 

to the ocean, where many impacts manifest. Para la Naturaleza (PLN) is a private nonprofit 

organization that aims to monitor and protect various lands of high ecological value on the island 

of Puerto Rico (Para la Naturaleza, Who Are We?, n.d.). Unfortunately, PLN’s existing 

management plans for protected areas do not address climate change, a problem affecting 

ecosystems and infrastructure within the areas. Other climate change management plans in use 

around the world are often vague and not comprehensive. Importantly, none of the management 

plans we examined focused on the challenges associated with implementing strategies in protected 

areas. The overall goal of our project was to provide recommendations for climate change 

adaptation strategies for Las Cabezas de San Juan Nature Reserve and Área Natural Protegida 

Medio Mundo y Daguao, which can be incorporated into future management plans for protected 

areas monitored by PLN. We aimed to create a standardized method for proposing adaptation 

strategies that can be extended to other regions. To accomplish this goal, we developed three main 

objectives: 

 

1. Assess the two sites selected by PLN to gauge the effects of climate change on existing 

infrastructure and natural systems. This involved the analysis of existing management 

plans and the utilization of online software, such as the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 

Administration (NOAA) Sea Level Rise Viewer and the Interactive Map of Puerto Rico. 

In addition, we interviewed PLN employees and conducted site visits to better understand 

the condition of the reserves and the climate change impacts threatening each site.  

2. Prioritize the most critical areas, based on importance and vulnerability to climate 

change impacts. The importance of each site within the reserve was determined based on 

cultural, ecological, tourism, and infrastructural factors. Vulnerability was assessed based 

on the site’s susceptibility to sea level rise, coastal erosion, flooding, and extreme weather 

events.  

3. Identify potential adaptation strategies and perform a cost analysis. We compiled 

strategies from existing management plans that could be applicable in the two protected 

areas. Any strategies that we proposed to PLN are as natural, subtle, and non-invasive as 

possible to maintain the natural appearance of these areas.  

 

Results 

Our assessment showed that both sites will be impacted by sea level rise (SLR) and will 

experience partial or complete inundation in important areas. At Las Cabezas de San Juan Nature 

Reserve, approximately 15% of land will be inundated after one foot of SLR, 30% after three feet 

of SLR, and 37% after six feet of SLR. At Área Natural Protegida Medio Mundo y Daguao, 

approximately 44% of land will be inundated after one foot of SLR, 55% after three feet of SLR, 

and 62% after six feet of SLR (The Government of Puerto Rico, 2015). These sites are also being 

threatened by other climate change impacts including coastal erosion, storm surges, increased 

precipitation, an increase in frequency and severity of natural disasters, ocean acidification, and 

flooding. Using the information from the assessment, we prioritized sites within each reserve based 

on their cultural, ecological, tourism, and infrastructural importance and vulnerability to climate 

change impacts. Within Las Cabezas de San Juan Nature Reserve, the sites are prioritized in the 

following order: access road, Playa Jayuya, Playa Canalejo, Laguna Grande, Seven Seas Beach, 
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Playa Lirios, Visitor Center, El Faro, and the boardwalk. For Área Natural Protegida Medio Mundo 

y Daguao the sites were prioritized as follows: mangrove forest, Medio Mundo Beach, dirt road, 

visitor center, Langley Drive, bridge, and the boardwalk.  

We gathered potential adaptation strategies from various sources to be proposed for the 

protected areas. Australia's CoastAdapt system, the San Juan Bay Estuary Climate Change 

Adaptation Plan, the Scottish Coastal Archeological and Problem of Erosion Trust (SCAPE) 

Model, and the Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) Synthesis of Adaptation Options for 

Coastal Areas all contained useful adaptation strategies. (Australian Government Department of 

the Environment and Energy, 2019; Bauzá-Ortega, 2015; Dawson, 2013; U.S. EPA, 2009). We 

developed other strategies with help from PLN employees Santiago Oliver Báez, Pablo Ponce De 

León, and Antares Ramos Álvarez (Personal Communications, 2019). We compiled these 

strategies and then made recommendations for specific areas as applicable. We researched past 

uses of individual strategies and spoke with PLN employees to gather information on approximate 

costs of implementation. At a minimum, we were able to provide estimates of material costs. We 

also included costs for labor, transportation of materials, and monitoring when this information 

was available.  

 

Conclusions 

The protected areas we assessed will be, or are currently being impacted by, SLR, 

coastal erosion, storm surges, increased precipitation, an increase in frequency and severity 

of natural disasters, ocean acidification, and flooding. Critical areas in need of adaptation 

strategies within each site were identified as those that have the most relative value, are in the most 

danger from climate change impacts, or both. This reported that the access road and Playa Jayuya 

within Las Cabezas de San Juan and the coastal mangroves and dirt access road within Área 

Natural Protegida Medio Mundo y Daguao should be prioritized based on their importance and 

vulnerability.  

Utilization of volunteers and implementation of a monitoring system are important 

to the success of the adaptation methods. Most, if not all, of the labor involved in implementing 

the adaptation strategies could be completed by volunteer groups under the supervision of 

knowledgeable experts. This would eliminate or reduce labor costs, leaving funds for other aspects. 

Once implemented, a method for monitoring is required for maintenance and determining the 

strategies’ success (Fideicomiso de Conservación de Puerto Rico, 2010.a). This could consist of 

volunteers that collect data and observations at each of the sites, such as measuring and reporting 

rates of sea level rise or coastal erosion. 

Most traditional strategies, particularly hard adaptation strategies, cannot be used in 

these protected areas. Because of high tourism rates and ecological vulnerability, it was necessary 

to consider alternative strategies, or combinations of several existing techniques to meet the needs 

of each area. It was essential to evaluate the aesthetic impacts of any strategies that are selected to 

preserve the natural appearance of these sites. An additional challenge is that some areas in the 

reserves are inaccessible making implementation more difficult. 

It is difficult to define how quickly SLR is progressing and when impacts will begin. 

Organizations around the world have attempted to quantify SLR and make projections for the 

future. These projections typically come in the form of sea level increase from current levels to 

those expected in the year 2100. The high end of these projections predict a 5.9 foot SLR by the 

year 2100 (Ezcurra & Rivera, 2018). Low ends of similar projections indicate increases in sea level 

of only 0.85 feet (IPCC, 2018). These discrepancies arise from unknown rates of future carbon 
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dioxide emissions and glacial ice melt (NOAA Office for Coastal Management, n.d.). While there 

is no widespread agreement on the rate of SLR, most organizations agree on the fact that it is 

accelerating.  

PLN recognizes the potential for partial or complete loss of their sites due to sea level 

rise and natural disasters, despite the efforts made. Elizabeth Padilla stated that within 100 

years, they expect the reserve at Las Cabezas de San Juan to be a series of islands because of sea 

level rise (Personal Communication, 2019). In some cases, the best option may be to do nothing 

and focus efforts elsewhere, while allowing natural systems to adapt. 

 

Recommendations for Ecosystems and Infrastructures 

Roads 

• Maintaining vegetation on the sides of roads can protect from erosion and inundation.  

• Fortify edges of road through stone placement to reduce surface erosion.  

• For a long-term solution, bridges with stable foundations could be built to raise the level 

of the road, accommodating rising water level.  

 

Archaeological Sites 

• Focusing excavation efforts on the regions most susceptible to climate change impacts will 

minimize the loss of archaeological artifacts. 

 

Mangroves 

• Dead mangroves should be removed in stages while planting in coastal areas that were 

damaged by hurricanes and storm surges.  

• Begin planting new mangroves, using the remaining dead mangroves as protection. The 

belt of replanting can progressively be moved outward as time and resources are available.  

 

Beaches  

• Do not build hard structures (i.e. seawalls, jetties, etc.) because these structures will cause 

erosion or unintended effects at other locations. 

• Replanting sea grasses or restoring and planting Staghorn and Elkhorn coral in coastal reefs 

to strengthen natural breakwater of the reefs. 

• Dune development using sand fences or collecting and baling sargassum.  

 

Built Infrastructure 

• Consider GIS projections and build in areas which are less likely to be impacted by 

flooding and SLR.  

• Adapt infrastructure by raising existing structures in at risk areas on stilts to protect from 

the effects of flood damage.  

• Ensure existing structures are regularly inspected and maintained. Corrosion caused by 

changes in humidity can weaken structures and should be identified.  

• Fortifying roofs to effectively drain water will reduce impacts of extreme weather events. 
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1.0 Introduction 

Climate change affects human and natural systems on a global scale. The effects of climate 

change depend on processes and interactions between several factors (i.e. ocean warming, 

sensitivity of the climate, and the carbon cycle) that are not completely understood and not 

progressing linearly (Fideicomiso de Conservación de Puerto Rico, 2010.b.). Impacts manifest in 

both rapid hazards that can inflict a large amount of damage in a short period of time and slow-

onset hazards that gradually develop; both pose risks to human and natural systems around the 

globe (Tompkins & Adger, 2004). Although climate change is a natural phenomenon, human 

interference through the release of greenhouse gases is causing it to accelerate. Because of this, 

the magnitude of climate change impacts is expected to increase in the near future (Van Aalst, 

2006). 

Impacts of climate change including sea level rise (SLR), air temperature increase, increase 

in frequency and severity of extreme weather events, coastal erosion, and ocean acidification can 

negatively impact natural systems and infrastructures within them (Ezcurra & Rivera, 2018). 

Climate change can interfere with an ecosystem’s ability to adapt to the effects of extreme weather 

events. The impacts mentioned above can push an ecosystem past a “threshold,” or an irreversible 

damage point beyond which it can no longer recover (Climate Impacts on Ecosystems, 2017). 

Globally, the sea level is expected to rise as much as 5.9 feet by 2100 (Ezcurra & Rivera, 2018). 

Saltwater intrusion into freshwater systems as SLR progresses, as well as global temperature 

increases will force both plants and animals to adapt (Climate Impacts on Ecosystems, 2017). 

Migration periods will shift, and species will need to shift their ranges as the natural habitats are 

altered (NOAA, 2019). In addition to these natural systems, important cultural heritage sites and 

infrastructures will suffer from direct flood damage and accelerated degradation of building 

materials (Haugen & Mattsson, 2018). The development of adaptation strategies is necessary to 

alleviate existing damages and prevent future ones (United States Environmental Protection 

Agency [U.S. EPA], 2009). 

Adaptation strategies from both public and private institutions are crucial to the 

preservation of protected areas. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), the 

United Nations Educational Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), and the International 

Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) provide information on the effects of climate change as 

well as broad adaptation and mitigation guidelines. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has 

formulated management guidelines that incorporate infrastructure development, zoning, and 

conservation plans targeting vulnerability related to climate change (Tompkins & Adger, 2004, 

Ezcurra & Rivera, 2018). The Australian Government has researched the impacts of coastal 

climate change and implemented the CoastAdapt system, which provides Geographic Information 

System (GIS) mapping and detailed risk assessment plans (Australian Government Department of 

the Environment and Energy, 2019). Venice and the Netherlands have also produced management 

plans to address impacts of climate change in their regions. Applying existing resources from other 

management plans to all regions is challenging because the effects of climate change and site 

conditions vary locally. None of the plans we examined focused on the challenges associated with 

implementing adaptation strategies, and a cost analysis was typically not included. All the 

components that are needed to develop an effective management plan exist, but they are scattered 

across various sources.  

Climate change adaptation strategies have been implemented in other areas, but efforts 

have been limited in Puerto Rico. In recent years, the Puerto Rican Climate Change Council has 
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assessed climate change impacts on the island and developed a set of adaptation strategies (Puerto 

Rican Climate Change Council, 2013). However, even at the local level, the challenges associated 

with implementing adaptation strategies in protected areas were not considered. This reflects a 

larger problem with all the management plans discussed above: they are usually focused on 

developed areas. Our sponsor, Para la Naturaleza (PLN) is a private nonprofit organization that 

aims to monitor and protect various lands of high ecological value on the island (Para la 

Naturaleza, Who Are We?, n.d.). Mangrove forests, historic coffee and sugar plantations, aqueduct 

systems, natural bodies of water, wetlands, and underground caves are just some of the areas that 

PLN is currently managing (Para la Naturaleza, Protected Areas, n.d.). Unfortunately, PLN’s 

existing management plans currently do not account for climate change impacts, which many of 

these sites are already being affected by. Most of the necessary components to deliver an effective 

management plan exist, but they need to be synthesized. None of the management plans we 

examined focused on the challenges associated with implementing strategies in protected areas. 

Any strategies that we proposed to PLN are as natural, subtle, and non-invasive to maintain the 

natural appearance of the protected areas; many traditional strategies were not applicable. An 

additional factor that has often been overlooked in past work is a cost analysis of implementing 

these strategies.  

The overall goal of this project was to provide recommendations for climate change 

adaptation strategies that can be incorporated into the management plans for protected areas 

monitored by PLN. This was accomplished by first analyzing site maps and existing management 

plans. We also utilized GIS software to project the impacts of climate change over time. Interviews 

and site visits were conducted to gain a better understanding of the cultural, environmental, 

tourism, and infrastructural value of each site. With all this information in mind, critical areas were 

identified by prioritizing based on importance and vulnerability. Our team then recommended 

potential adaptation strategies to our sponsor, along with a cost analysis for each strategy. Our 

group aimed to provide the least invasive methods to maintain the site’s aesthetics. We recognize 

that climate change is a global issue extending far beyond Puerto Rico. Therefore, we aimed to 

create a comprehensive process for recommending climate change adaptation strategies that can 

be extended other regions around the world.  
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2.0 Background  
Climate change impacts are becoming more severe, especially in coastal regions. In this 

section, we discuss the effects of climate change, how these repercussions can negatively impact 

natural and built systems, as well as methods that have been used to manage these effects. We then 

discuss the island of Puerto Rico and the organizations involved in managing climate change there. 

Finally, we will identify areas in Puerto Rico that may be particularly vulnerable. This background 

expands upon key points mentioned in the introduction and provides context to understand the 

threats of climate change and the importance of adaptation. 

2.1 Climate Change  

Though Earth's climate fluctuates naturally over time, the added impact of human 

interference causes climate change to progress at a faster rate (Revel, 2014). The accelerated rate 

of modern climate change is caused by the release of greenhouse gases, deforestation, agriculture, 

and pollution (Van Aalst, 2006). These all collectively increase the amount of heat from the sun 

that is trapped within the atmosphere, while reducing the amount of natural greenhouse-gas-

sequestering systems. Extreme weather formations caused by the added energy in the atmosphere 

can increase the frequency and scale of natural disasters, affecting human and natural systems 

worldwide (Van Aalst, 2006).  

The effects of climate change can be broken into two types: rapid- and slow-onset hazards. 

Both pose risks to human and natural systems around the globe (Tompkins & Adger, 2004). Rapid-

onset hazards are visibly affecting global communities through unusual seasonal climate 

variability, coastal erosion, increased frequency of extreme weather events, and rapid climate 

changes which cause catastrophic shifts in ecosystems (Tompkins & Adger, 2004). As 

temperatures rise due to climate change, an increase in frequency and severity of extreme weather 

events such as hurricanes, monsoons, and droughts is being observed (Revel, 2014). Van Aalst 

documented correlations between climate change and extreme weather patterns, and indicated a 

0.6 °C increase in mean global temperatures over the last century (2006). This rise in temperature 

has been linked to an increase in global extreme weather events such as the European heatwave of 

2003, extreme hurricanes in 2004 and 2005 in the Atlantic, and inland flooding of central Britain 

(Van Aalst, 2006). These extreme weather events will continue to cause more damage to human 

systems, economy, and infrastructure than in the past.  

The second type of climate change effects are slow-onset impacts, including sea level rise 

and ocean acidification (Diaz & Jacobs, 2015). These effects take more time to manifest and 

destructively impact coastal regions. As the sea level rises, it will cause direct flood damage and 

provide a base for storm surges to affect areas that are farther inland. This will present a risk to 

human and natural systems that are not adapted to coastal wear. (Australian Government 

Department of the Environment and Energy, 2019). The ocean is a carbon sink that absorbs about 

30% of the carbon dioxide that is released into the atmosphere from the burning of fossil fuels 

(World Wildlife Foundation, 2017). As a result, the ocean is becoming more acidic, affecting 

marine life.  Looking ahead to the next 30-50 years, these effects will begin to have much more 

destructive impacts (Diaz & Jacobs, 2015). 

 

https://www.noaa.gov/resource-collections/ocean-acidification
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2.1.1 Impact of Climate Change on Ecosystems 

Ecosystems are being forced to adapt to the effects of climate change as average 

temperatures increase, sea level rises, and extreme weather events increase in frequency and 

intensity. Because many of these impacts are related to the ocean, coastal zones are especially 

vulnerable to the impacts of climate change (Greenfieldboyce, 2007). The accelerated effects of 

climate change are interfering with ecosystems’ abilities to adapt to the surrounding environment 

(Gould et al., 2018). Coral reefs are an example of an ecosystem struggling to adjust to the impacts 

of climate change. Ocean acidification combined with global temperature increases are increasing 

the frequency of coral bleaching events. There has been an average global temperature increase of 

1.5 oC over the past 100 years. (Climate Impacts on Ecosystems, 2017). At a warming of 2 °C 

virtually all coral reefs will be lost (World Wildlife Foundation, 2017). While coral can adapt to 

occasional shifts in temperature, these prolonged warmings will lead to permanent death of these 

important natural organisms. Once the coral is no longer offering protection, a negative feedback 

loop begins in which the increased wave action onshore will damage other natural features that 

offer protection, such as mangroves and seagrass. Once these features are destroyed, areas further 

inland become vulnerable (Gould et al., 2018).  

Coastal mangrove forests may mitigate the impacts of climate change naturally in coastal 

areas. Mangrove forests have the ability to gradually create a buffer between sea and land, even 

when the area is subjected to potential SLR of up to 0.5 millimeters per year (Mangroves help 

protect against sea level rise, 2015). Even after SLR, mangroves have shown an enhanced ability 

to maintain an elevation in the upper intertidal zone (Mangroves help protect against sea level rise, 

2015). Though mangroves are specially adapted to high salinities and temperatures, tidal changes, 

and anaerobic sediments, these same adaptations can also make them somewhat vulnerable to 

natural stresses (Impacts on Mangroves, 2018). Their aerial roots are especially sensitive to long 

periods of flooding. If these specialized roots are covered for extended periods of time by 

sediments or water, the mangroves may die due to a lack of oxygen reaching the plant tissues 

(Impacts on Mangroves, 2018). 

As SLR progresses, saltwater will enter freshwater systems (Climate Impacts on 

Ecosystems, 2017). This, along with global temperature increases, can force species to relocate or 

deteriorate (IPCC, 2007). This has the potential to impact the food chain by removing key 

predators and/or prey from certain areas. (Climate Impacts on Ecosystems, 2017). In both 

terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems, animals and plants are being forced to move to higher elevations 

at an average rate of 36 feet per decade and moving north at a rate of 10.5 miles per decade. Species 

can be forced into less survivable habitats or eventually run out of natural areas to relocate to 

(Climate Impacts on Ecosystems, 2017). The recent behavior of many species indicates that global 

warming is affecting other natural events in biological systems. This includes the earlier timing of 

spring events (i.e. leaf-unfolding, bird migration, and egg-laying) (IPCC, 2007). Milder winters 

are encouraging species to migrate earlier, and they can experience a shortage of food if they arrive 

to their destination before food is available (Climate Impacts on Ecosystems, 2017). Many of the 

climate change effects that are impacting natural systems can also be detrimental to infrastructure 

and other human systems. 

2.1.2 Impacts of Climate Change on Cultural Heritage Sites and Built Infrastructure  

On a global scale, UNESCO selects areas and landmarks to become World Heritage Sites. 

The identification of these sites is important to raise awareness about the effects of climate change 

internationally and encourage preservation of our world’s most sensitive sites (Haugen & 
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Mattsson, 2011). There are three main classifications of World Heritage Sites: natural, cultural, 

and mixed-use. Natural heritage sites are typically national parks or landmarks that display 

excellent natural beauty. Many natural heritage sites around the world are already being impacted 

by the climate change effects discussed above. Cultural heritage sites refer to the historically built 

environment, and these sites are also vulnerable to climate change impacts. Mixed-use sites contain 

elements of both classifications (Von Schorlemer & Maus, 2014).  

Climate change has been listed as one of the biggest dangers to heritage sites by the World 

Heritage Committee since 2005 (Von Schorlemer & Maus, 2014). Any change in the natural 

landscape will have a direct impact on the condition of a natural heritage site (Gould et al., 2018). 

The impacts of climate change are also important when considering cultural heritage sites because 

they are non-renewable resources (Haugen & Mattsson, 2018). If a normal building, like school or 

government office, were damaged, repairs could be made to restore the facility’s functionality. 

Cultural heritage sites hold centuries of history. The moment they are damaged, it is impossible to 

restore them to their original condition. When structures were initially built, the designers had a 

specific climate in mind. As the climate changes, these buildings are not able to sustain the new 

elemental challenges they are exposed to (Von Schorlermer & Maus, 2014). 

Both historically built infrastructure and modern infrastructure (i.e. roads, drainage 

systems, and utilities) are vulnerable to climate change impacts. Valuable historical and cultural 

sites in coastal zones are at risk of sea water inundation and structural damage as the sea level rises 

and extreme weather events become more frequent and severe (Ezcurra & Rivera, 2018). SLR will 

also increase exposure of coastal infrastructures and cause salt crystallization in porous walls and 

loss of foundational stability (Von Schorlermer & Maus, 2014). Infrastructures and buildings with 

stonework constructions (i.e. limestone or mortar) and those made of metal will degrade more 

rapidly from increasingly acidified ocean water (Ezcurra & Rivera, 2018). Air pollution can also 

contribute to the soiling of stone, metal corrosion, and limestone recession (Von Schorlermer & 

Maus, 2014). An increase in global temperatures corresponds to a decrease in relative humidity. 

This can lead to cracking and thermal stresses, especially in wooden structures (Ezcurra & Rivera, 

2018). Coastal erosion due to rising tidelines will result in destructive impacts of roads and other 

man-made infrastructure (Van Aalst, 2006). Erosion has been recorded at rates of one meter per 

year in coastal areas, and it can be far greater in a shorter period during extreme weather events 

(Ezcurra and Rivera, 2018) 

2.2 Previous Research and Adaptation Strategies  

As a problem that affects all regions, many organizations and nations have created 

management plans to adapt coastal regions to climate change. One such organization is the IPCC 

who created a standardized set of guidelines to protect infrastructure. Their main goal is to promote 

advanced development, equity, and sustainability through a report consisting of adaptation 

strategies and the associated social implications (Tompkins & Adger, 2004). The IPCC suggests 

that with proper urban planning and zoning, climate change could have less of an impact on 

infrastructure (Tompkins & Adger, 2004). They also claim that the vulnerabilities caused by 

climate change can be overcome through, “the ability of the system to adjust to climate change, 

moderate potential damages, take advantage of potential opportunities, or cope with the 

consequences” (U.S. EPA, 2009).  

The IUCN provides public, private and non-governmental organizations with the skills and 

resources to promote human progress, economic development and nature conservation 

(International Union for Conservation of Nature, 2019). The Adapting to Climate Change report 
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by the IUCN, provides an outline to effectively maintain sites impacted by climate change through 

different forms of assessment, prioritization, implementation, and future monitoring of the site 

(Gross, Watson, Welling & Woodley, 2016). Although this serves as a descriptive guideline for 

adaptation strategies, there are no specific climate change adaptation strategies included in the 

document.  

A basis for adaptation strategies can be found in a UNESCO report, which combats the 

vulnerabilities associated with climate change (Ezcurra & Rivera, 2018). Their report highlighted 

the importance of an adaptive management plan, in which procedures can be re-evaluated and 

adjusted. This organization claims that mapping and monitoring certain regions is necessary to 

determine the vulnerability of different sites affected by climate change (Ezcurra & Rivera, 2018). 

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has also created a report that highlights specific 

adaptation strategies that can be used in coastal regions. The strategies target the effects of sea 

level rise, changes in precipitation, higher ocean temperatures, an increase in storm intensity, and 

altering seasonal changes (U.S. EPA, 2009). Examples from this adaptation strategy include 

establishing rolling easements, planting submerged aquatic vegetation to control erosion, and 

designing new coastal drainage system (U.S. EPA, 2009). A full list of adaptation strategies is 

shown in Appendix A.  

Although these organizations have proposed management plans that are useful for their 

particular needs, they are insufficient. Each plan only contains a portion of the necessary 

components of a successful management plan; an ideal plan would synthesize all necessary 

components in detail, including an assessment protocol, prioritization method, adaptation 

techniques, and aspects of cost feasibility (Ezcurra & Rivera, 2018). This information is crucial to 

identify the sites in need of attention and proper implementation of adaptation strategies. 

Unfortunately, the management plans mentioned above are either outdated, inaccessible, lack 

explicit processes, are difficult to expand to other locations, or do not focus on the implementation 

of strategies in natural areas. Most plans focused on protecting infrastructure in developed areas 

and do not consider the impact that certain adaptations may have on sensitive ecosystems. Overall, 

site specificity limits these management plans to isolated regions, restricting future utilization in 

other places (Tompkins & Adger, 2004).  

2.2.1 Approaches and Management Plans 

Many regions have started to utilize new approaches and management plans to counteract 

the challenges that disturb their coastal areas, including the impacts on infrastructure. The 

Australian Government created the CoastAdapt system in response to climate change. CoastAdapt 

assesses the impacts of climate change and provides management plans that can be easily followed 

by the general public (Australian Government Department of the Environment and Energy, 2019). 

One of the features of this system is the Coastal Climate Adaptation Decision Support (C-CADS), 

which provides a step-by-step process for assessing different risk factors (NCCARF, 2019). To 

address the uncertainties of adaptation strategies, this method allows for trial-and-error to eliminate 

the chance of being locked into a specific plan, which can be ineffective and a financial burden. 

This shows all facets of the adaptation strategy, including the risks associated with it. C-CADS is 

useful for determining long-term management plans when there is sufficient research conducted 

on the strategies (NCCARF, 2019). A concept map of this iterative process is shown in Figure 1 

(NCCARF, 2019). 
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Figure 1. Coastal Climate Adaptation Decision Support Map 

 

Management plans have also been produced to combat SLR in the Venetian Lagoon 

(Munaretto, Vellinga & Tobi, 2012). Rising waters are impacting surrounding regions, with 

particular risk to the infrastructure. The plan focuses on the projected erosion, tidal floods, and 

destruction of infrastructure resulting from a higher sea level (Munaretto, Vellinga & Tobi, 2012). 

Some of the main components of their adaptation strategies are the protection of urban regions 

from rising water, alleviation of the effects of coastal erosion and natural disasters, and 

socioeconomic development in Venice (Munaretto, Vellinga & Tobi, 2012). This management 

plan mainly considers the degradation of infrastructure, as this is a major impact of climate change 

in the region.  

The Netherlands has attempted to implement strategies to reduce the impacts of climate 

change through an adaptation ranking system. The scoring process is based on the following 

criteria: the gross benefits of the solution, the urgency of the problem, the likelihood of success, 

the co-benefits to surrounding areas, and the effects on climate change adaptation (Bruin et al., 

2009). By assigning values to the strategies, they can determine the most urgent issues and which 

methods will be the most successful. They have composed a list of adaptation alternatives and 

general estimates of implementation. This management plan looks at aspects of agriculture, water, 

energy, transport, healthcare, tourism, and infrastructure as shown in Appendix B.1 (Bruin et al., 

2009).  

The housing and infrastructure section of the Netherlands management plan features 

several highly-ranked strategies, suggesting that these problem areas need to be prioritized. Water 

management systems and spatial capacity were two of the higher ranked techniques, specifically 

trying to avoid the heat island effect (Bruin et al., 2009). The heat island effect occurs in built-up 

urban regions where the temperature is greater than surrounding areas due to the thermal attraction 

of the infrastructure (Environmental Protection Agency, 2018). Therefore, strategic development 

could potentially reduce the risk of temperature increase in urban areas (Bruin et al., 2009). The 

Netherlands adaptation ranking system also considers the financial aspect of climate change 

adaptation. Some specific costs of implementation, such as improving dikes and installing a sea 
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wall can be shown in Appendix B.2. Existing adaptation strategies come at a high cost, which may 

not be feasible in less developed countries. The strengths and weaknesses of each management 

plan discussed in this section are described in Table 1. Countries around the world have worked to 

resolve some of the issues with UNESCO and IPCC guidelines by developing plans that work for 

their specific regions. 

 

Table 1 

Strengths and Weaknesses of Existing Climate Change Management Plans 
 

Strength Weakness 

IPCC • Assessment processes 

• Broad adaptation 

techniques 

• Lacks cost of 

implementation 

• Outdated 

• Information inaccessible  

EPA • Relative costs 

• Broad adaptation 

techniques 

• No info on prioritization 

or assessment 

• No explicit details of 

implementation 

UNESCO • Background on climate 

change  

• Risk to cultural heritage 

sites 

• Lack of accessibility 

and cost feasibility  

• Used specifically for 

cultural heritage sites 

International Union for 

Conservation of 

Nature 

• Assessment and 

prioritization protocol 

• Tools for 

implementation and 

future monitoring 

• Does not include 

specific adaptation 

strategies 

CoastAdapt • Assessment protocol 

• Adaptation strategies 

• GIS Mapping 

• Easily accessible   

• Does not discuss cost 

analysis 

Netherlands Ranking 

System 

• Discusses and ranks 

adaptation methods 

• Information on relative 

costs 

• Lacks specific 

implementation costs 

• Lacks details of 

prioritization 

Venice • Information on specific 

risks to infrastructure  

• Only discusses risks of 

rising sea level  
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• Detailed strategies to 

combat these risks 

• Does not include aspects 

of cost feasibility 

2.2.2 Types of Adaptation Strategies 

Organizations developing management plans that supplement the work done by UNESCO 

and the IPCC have found that the most promising plans for adaptation are location-based 

combinations of hard and soft adaptation strategies (U.S. EPA, 2009). Hard methods, also known 

as armoring, are implemented where important infrastructure on the coastline is at risk. Armoring 

includes placement of fixed barriers or structures such as dikes, which are typically made of 

concrete or stone. These structures protect coastal roads and buildings from inundation by water 

(Titus, 2011). Protecting foundations of buildings and other infrastructure from sea level rise and 

flooding is key for maintaining the durability of these structures. Though armoring can be effective 

and necessary for some locations, it typically requires more expenditure of time and manpower for 

maintenance and can be detrimental to the environment (Titus, 2011). Creating dikes around 

everything could be as destructive as the changing climate itself, as this would destroy coastal 

habitats (Cambers, n.d.).  

Soft methods tend to be less invasive to the environment, preventing erosion through the 

use of materials like those already found in a given location (Titus, 2011). The approach of rolling 

easements accepts that preventing water rise is relatively futile but provides a framework for the 

use and adaptation of coastal areas while available. Rolling easements make it possible to use 

coastal resources while still preserving the coastline (Cambers, n.d.). This method is often cost 

effective, because more revenue can be obtained through accessible coastlines, and less 

maintenance is required than dikes and beach nourishment. Previous research has indicated that 

coastal areas, particularly natural protected areas, tend to benefit more from soft methods. To an 

extent, natural areas can adapt without assistance. Because of this, facilitating retreat may be more 

cost effective in the long term than attempting to protect coastal infrastructure. However, this must 

be assessed for each site since it is dependent on the economic and cultural value (U.S. EPA, 2009).  

Puerto Rico’s unstable economy may make it challenging to implement some of the 

strategies listed above (Carubba et al., 2013). Because of this, a cost analysis is required to prepare 

for the expense of these strategies. Existing management plans from both international, national, 

and local organizations consistently fail to address aspects of cost feasibility. The components 

required to deliver an effective management plan exist, but they need to be synthesized into a 

single accessible document. In addition, the existing management plans focused on developed 

areas and did not consider the challenges associated with implementing adaptation strategies in 

protected natural areas. To date, there have been limited efforts by groups in Puerto Rico to 

research and implement climate change adaptation strategies. 

2.3 Major Stakeholders in Puerto Rico 

Puerto Rico is located between the Caribbean Sea and the Atlantic Ocean, about 1,000 

miles to the south of Miami, Florida. It has a total area of approximately 3,500 square miles. There 

are several small islands off the coast, the largest being Vieques and Culebra directly to the East 

(Puerto Rico, n.d.). Like most small islands, Puerto Rico has a large amount of coastal zone relative 

to total land area. (Gould et al., 2018). Forty-four of Puerto Rico’s 78 municipalities are coastal or 

insular (Carrubba et al., 2013). The southern and eastern coasts are the most vulnerable to storm 
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surges because of shallow coastlines and proximity to hurricane paths (Carrubba et al., 2013). With 

the recent developments of Hurricane Maria, there were approximately 80 billion dollars in 

damage (Talty, 2018). There are several different groups involved in efforts to manage the impacts 

of climate change on the island.  

In 2010, the Puerto Rican Climate Change Council (PRCCC) was formed to coordinate 

efforts involving the assessment of climate change risks and proposal of adaptation strategies 

(Puerto Rican Climate Change Council, 2013). The organization’s first publication arrived in 2013, 

when the PRCCC published an extensive report titled Puerto Rico’s State of the Climate. This 

document discussed the impacts of climate change, future projections, gaps in knowledge, and 

vulnerable systems in Puerto Rico. An Adaptation Strategies document followed a few years later 

that contained potential climate change adaptation techniques to address the risks that are discussed 

in the first report (Puerto Rican Climate Change Council, 2015).  

The Conservation Trust of Puerto Rico is another major stakeholder involved in the 

protection of vulnerable areas. This private, nonprofit organization manages many 

environmentally sensitive areas in Puerto Rico (Conservation Trust of Puerto Rico, 2019). The 

Conservation Trust also manages a smaller branch, PLN, a nonprofit organization based in San 

Juan. Their mission is to involve surrounding communities through volunteering and educational 

events to assist with the conservation of different ecosystems and to increase to amount of 

protected lands in Puerto Rico (Para la Naturaleza, n.d.). PLN has a goal of being able to monitor 

33% of the island’s historical and ecological sites by the year 2033 with the help of the community 

and the local government (Para la Naturaleza, 33% by 2033). PLN produces site-specific 

management plans for each of their protected areas. These plans include historical information, 

site value, types of habitat, potential threats, and the existing management strategies in place for 

the site (Fideicomiso de Conservación de Puerto Rico, 2010.a). Although these plans include many 

strategies to maintain these areas, there is no discussion of site-specific strategies to adapt to 

climate change. One of these plans, published in 2010, states that climate change is not a common 

topic in the current plans, but it is likely to become a high priority issue (Fideicomiso de 

Conservación de Puerto Rico, 2010.b). With updates made to the management plans every 10 

years, climate change impacts and adaptation strategies will likely be included in the next revision. 

Currently, PLN utilizes the IUCN as their standard for any efforts related to climate change 

adaptation. Their resources include a procedure for addressing different vulnerabilities within a 

protected area (Gross, Watson, Welling & Woodley, 2016) 

Outside of private organizations, the government is attempting to help preserve the island 

of Puerto Rico. On November 20, 2018, the current Puerto Rican Governor stated that Puerto Rico 

would start to implement adaptation strategies for climate change and create a more 

environmentally sustainable island. One specific strategy discussed combating coastal erosion by 

implementing a reforestation project alongside critical coastal lands (Puerto Rico at the forefront 

of climate resiliency, 2018). The local government has also been using the Puerto Rican Tourism 

Company, a government run organization, to help increase tourism and bring revenue to the island 

to boost the economy after the damages caused by Hurricane Maria (Caribbean Business, 2018; 

Puerto Rico tourism company, 2019). Efforts by the local government have been assisted using 

federal funding to aid in relief after Hurricane Maria. The Federal Emergency Management 

Agency (FEMA) was awarded over five billion dollars by the Federal Government to help rebuild 

the infrastructure in Puerto Rico. This money was used to help the local government as well as 

select non-profit private organizations on the island (FEMA, 2018). Compared to the states, 

territories usually receive a fraction of the funding for relief programs. The damage caused by 
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Hurricanes Maria and Irma was estimated to be over $94 billion in November of 2017 (Mazzei, 

2018). A lot of focus has been given to the entire island of Puerto Rico, but there are areas that 

need more focus due to their cultural or environmental importance.   

2.4 Vulnerable Sites and Infrastructure in Puerto Rico 

Although PLN does not manage any officially designated UNESCO Sites, many of their 

protected areas are considered heritage sites locally (Von Schorlemer & Maus, 2014). There are 

only approximately 1,000 UNESCO World Heritage Sites in the entire world, indicating that this 

is a highly selective process. There are likely thousands of other sites not chosen by UNESCO that 

have local significance (Von Schorlemer & Maus, 2014). Regardless of their designation, all 

heritage sites are important components of the communities they are located in. In 2015, cultural 

heritage sites in Puerto Rico brought in $3.44 billion through tourism revenues (Ezcurra and 

Rivera, 2018). These sites can also unite local populations by providing a sense of social identity 

and common purpose (Von Schorlemer & Maus, 2014). These tangible sites create a link between 

abstract climate change statistics that scientists talk about and real impacts on a local level (Ezcurra 

& Rivera, 2018). People are more likely to get involved in preservation efforts if they see damages 

in their community, rather than hearing about temperature changes on the scale of one tenth of a 

degree per year. In addition to these cultural heritage sites, the island contains a vast wealth of 

natural resources that must be protected due to their ecological significance. In some cases, cultural 

heritage sites are located within ecologically sensitive areas, with natural and built systems 

coexisting (Von Schorlemer & Maus, 2014). 

PLN manages many different ecologically valuable lands in Puerto Rico. They selected 

two of these areas to be the focus of our project (Para la Naturaleza, Who Are We?, n.d.). The first 

site is Las Cabezas de San Juan Nature Reserve, a 316-acre natural reserve located on the 

northeastern most tip of the island (Goethals, 1991). This area would likely be considered mixed 

use by UNESCO and their World Heritage Designations, since it contains both natural and built 

systems that have some level of importance. The centerpiece of the reserve is El Faro, one of the 

oldest and best preserved lighthouses on the island (Fideicomiso de Conservación de Puerto Rico, 

2010.b). Including the lighthouse, several sites around the reserve have archaeological value, 

where indigenous artifacts have been discovered (Fideicomiso de Conservación de Puerto Rico, 

2010.b). As of 2010, 30,000 to 40,000 people visit the area annually (Fideicomiso de Conservación 

de Puerto Rico, 2010.b). The recreational value of the reserve is excellent, with activities such as 

fishing, surfing, snorkeling, and walking trails (Fideicomiso de Conservación de Puerto Rico, 

2010.b). Las Cabezas de San Juan Nature Reserve is also home to 11 ecosystems, and over 800 

species (Fideicomiso de Conservación de Puerto Rico, 2010.b). 29.4% of the land is covered by 

wetlands or mangroves that provide habitats for many bird species (Fideicomiso de Conservación 

de Puerto Rico, 2010.b). Forests, mangroves, a rare bioluminescent lagoon, beaches, cliffs, and 

coral reefs are home to an abundance of plant and animal species, several of which are endangered 

(Goethals, 1991). The reserve has been recognized by the Puerto Rican Department of Natural 

Resources as one of the island’s critical wildlife areas (Weaver, Cole Rivera, & Ramirez, 1999). 

The second site, Área Natural Protegida Medio Mundo y Daguao, is composed of 17 

different plots of land and is the largest protected area that PLN manages (Fideicomiso de 

Conservación de Puerto Rico, 2010.a). This protected area was historically part of the Roosevelt 

Roads Naval Base commissioned in 1943. It contains the second largest mangrove forest in Puerto 

Rico, beaches, seagrass beds, coral reefs, and rocky coasts, which are home to more than 616 

species of flora and fauna. This includes 123 species of fish, 128 species of birds, and 288 species 
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of plants (Fideicomiso de Conservación de Puerto Rico, 2010.a). The region is home to 26 rare, 

vulnerable, or endangered species, such as the Antillean Manatee, Ladybug, Puerto Rican Boa, 

and Sea Turtle (Fideicomiso de Conservación de Puerto Rico, 2010.a). The natural preserve 

provides many natural and cultural attractions, which provide regional importance through 

tourism, educational opportunities, and scientific research. Recreational value is found through the 

walking trails, park areas, biking trails, beaches, golf course, diving and snorkeling opportunities, 

fishing, camping spots, and historical site visits (Fideicomiso de Conservación de Puerto Rico, 

2010.a). Área Natural Protegida Medio Mundo y Daguao is also valued for its natural resources, 

including commercial fishing and deposits of different minerals and soils (Fideicomiso de 

Conservación de Puerto Rico, 2010.a). 

Even when considering as few as two sites, it is clear that each area has its own 

characteristics, history, and needs. Because of this, it is important to develop a plan that is both 

broadly applicable but also personalizable. By using existing methods as a framework, we were 

able to develop a method to assess existing conditions, prioritize sites and provide 

recommendations to protect these important areas. Our methodology can be extended to other 

vulnerable areas under the management of PLN, as well as other regions that may be in need of 

climate change adaptation strategies.  
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3.0 Methodology  
The goal of our project was to provide PLN with climate change adaptation strategies for 

their protected areas, with a focus on infrastructure and cultural heritage sites. These strategies will 

augment existing management plans, and the assessment and prioritization methodology we have 

developed can be extended beyond the reach of our project. To achieve this goal, our team 

developed the following objectives: 

 

1. Assess the two sites selected by PLN to gauge the effects of climate change on existing 

infrastructure and natural systems 

2. Prioritize the most critical areas, based on importance and vulnerability to climate change 

impacts 

3. Identify potential adaptation strategies and perform a cost analysis 

3.1 Assessment of Two Protected Areas 

To complete the first objective, we utilized software such as The Interactive Map of Puerto 

Rico (MIPR), the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Sea Level Rise 

Viewer (SLRV), and ImageJ. We also examined management plans, held interviews with PLN 

employees, and visited each site to assess the existing conditions of the two protected areas selected 

by PLN. Table 2 summarizes the strategies we utilized to assess the varying impacts of climate 

change. 

 

Table 2  

Strategies to Assess Impacts of Climate Change 

Specific Impacts Evaluation Methods 

Sea Level Rise • NOAA’s Sea Level Rise Viewer (SLRV) 

• Interactive Map of Puerto Rico (MIPR) 

• ImageJ 

Flooding • Existing maps 

• Interviews with PLN employees and workers on each site 

• MIPR topography and floodplain layers 

• ImageJ 

Coastal Erosion • The Conservation Trust of Puerto Rico Management Plans 

• Interviews with PLN employees and workers on each site 

• Analyzing photos from site visits 

Degradation of Infrastructure • The Conservation Trust of Puerto Rico Management Plans 

• Interviews with PLN employees 

3.1.1 Utilization of Online Software 

The first step of our assessment was to use software to examine the two protected areas 

selected by PLN. The locations we observed were Las Cabezas de San Juan Nature Reserve and 
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Área Natural Protegida Medio Mundo y Daguao. We utilized NOAA’s SLRV to identify regions 

most susceptible to rising waters (NOAA Office for Coastal Management, n.d.). This online 

program allowed us to approximate the risks associated with each of the sites. The system captures 

the rising waters by one-foot increments, and as the depth increases, more of the island is 

submerged. We stored these images in our Google Drive and used them to show the regions most 

at risk. NOAA warns that the, “...data, maps, and information provided should be used only as a 

screening-level tool...” (NOAA Office for Coastal Management, n.d.). Because of this, we used 

this information as a preliminary data collection method that was later supported by more reliable 

software and in person site visits.  

The Government of Puerto Rico’s MIPR online GIS was used to locate the chosen sites, 

identify surrounding structures or ecosystems, and determine their proximity to the ocean or 

floodplains (The Government of Puerto Rico, 2015). This was particularly useful when looking at 

strategies to combat coastal climate change and flooding. We used the software to identify the 

location of floodplains within the sites, as well as any loss of land due to sea level rise. Through 

GIS mapping, we were able to identify the areas that have already been affected by climate change 

impacts and those that are projected to be in the future. The storage of this content consisted of 

screen-capturing maps to analyze and use as evidence for our recommendations. These images 

were stored in our existing Google Drive. The MIPR data was compared with the NOAA data, and 

any similarities or differences between the projections were noted. If any discrepancies were 

observed, we deferred to the MIPR data because of NOAA’s warning mentioned above. Once we 

had obtained all the images, we used area measurement tools within ImageJ software to analyze 

the images (Rashand, 2018). This provided us with approximate percentage of each protected area 

that would be inundated at increments of one, three, and six feet of SLR since these were the 

increments used in the MIPR. This information was used in the prioritization of vulnerable areas 

within the sites. 

3.1.2 Evaluation of Existing Conditions 

Management plans provided by the Conservation Trust of Puerto Rico also aided in the 

creation of adaptation strategies. These were helpful in classifying the scope of adaptation 

strategies necessary for each site, as some required plans for different systems (National Park 

Service, 2016). The management plan for each site were read and the information was extracted 

and coded into three groups: site importance, risks and threats, and current management strategies. 

All this information was then synthesized into several paragraphs that summarize the key 

information about each site.  

In addition, the conditions of the sites were further evaluated through informal interviews 

with representatives from PLN. We separated each interview within a Google Document and used 

content analysis to highlight the trends in the data. Content analysis is a research tool that identifies 

certain words, phrases, and themes within qualitative data to understand the meaning or frequency 

of the information (Columbia University Mailman School of Public Health, n.d.). 

We also conducted interviews, which were piloted with a PLN employee by verbally 

running through the questions and asking how they would answer and if they noticed any 

ambiguity. If our intention for how a question would be interpreted did not match their perception 

of the question, then we made alterations accordingly. The interviews were conducted as a 

discussion with PLN employees to gain a better understanding of PLN’s current efforts to adapt to 

climate change. We used the same basic set of questions to guide each interview. However, we 

adapted the questions as we proceeded through the interviews since each person’s role was 
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different. Individuals that were interviewed held roles including Facilities Coordinator, 

Environmental Interpreter, Regional Superintendent, Environmental Policy and Government 

Relations Coordinator, and Production and Planting Manager. These interviews were all conducted 

in English and each took approximately 45 minutes to one hour to complete. The data from these 

interviews was collected using handwritten notes and later synthesized on the computer and 

recorded in our Google Drive. This was helpful when prioritizing the aspects of each site that 

needed to be addressed based on importance and vulnerability. The questions for the PLN 

employee interviews can be found in Appendix C.  

Maps of each site were also provided during the interviews. This gave interviewees a 

chance to identify specific areas that were being impacted by climate change within Área Natural 

Protegida Medio Mundo y Daguao and Las Cabezas de San Juan Nature Reserve. This method 

was inspired by a study of conflict potential in a coastal environment using participatory mapping 

(Moore, Brown, Kobryn, & Strickland-Munro, 2017). This introduced social components to the 

project, where subjects identified coastal regions that they believed were at risk (Moore, Brown, 

Kobryn, & Strickland-Munro, 2017). This was similar to how we utilized maps during the 

interviews, as participants located areas that were vulnerable or important. The maps that we used 

can be found in Appendix D (Brian, 2013; Fideicomiso de Conservación de Puerto Rico, 2010). 

This information supplemented the MIPR and NOAA SLRV data to accurately identify the areas 

within each of the sites and allowed us to include the perception of local experts. This data was 

combined with the background research and analyzed during the prioritization objective. Any 

information from the interviews that was related to the importance or vulnerability of each site has 

been incorporated into the results section. 

Additionally, we visited Las Cabezas de San Juan and Área Natural Protegida Medio 

Mundo y Daguao to gather more information on the current conditions of each area. This was 

accomplished by taking photos of each of the sites to show any current impacts of climate change 

or any areas that may be at risk. A similar method was utilized in a scientific study that focused 

on landscape character assessment using photographs to identify the relationship between 

landscape and roads (Martin, Ortega, Otero & Arse, 2016). In this case study, photography was 

utilized in addition to GIS mapping to convey the quality of the landscapes for assessments 

(Martin, Ortega, Otero & Arse, 2016). This identification method provided visual evidence to 

further support the claims made from the GIS data and interviews (Martin, Ortega, Otero & Arse, 

2016). We worked in teams of two to complete this task. Two group members took the 

photographs, while the others took notes to identify the location of the photo, the purpose of the 

photo, and any other relevant information. This method was helpful, as it provides visual 

representations of the climate change impacts we hoped to address within the adaptation strategies. 

It also showed some of the damages caused by climate change, especially when we looked at 

degradation to infrastructure and coastal erosion. While on site, we focused our photographs on 

the following:  

 

• Features that we indicated as potentially valuable through our research and 

assessment (Cultural, Ecological, Infrastructural, and/or Tourism Value) 

• Areas that look to be the most at risk from the MIPR projections 

• Any visible signs of damage or areas affected by climate change, such as signs of 

erosion or flooding 
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Following the site visits, the photos were stored in a folder on the Google Drive. The hand-

written notes were typed and then stored in a Google Document with each photo that was taken. 

This was used as evidence and qualitative data to show the impacts of climate change at each of 

the protected areas.  

3.2 Prioritization of Most Susceptible Areas 

After assessing the current state of the two locations managed by PLN, we prioritized 

critical areas within the sites. Before discussing methods of prioritization that are specifically 

relevant to this project, the Eisenhower Matrix provided an idea for the principles that can act as a 

framework for all prioritization activities. Made famous by U.S. President Dwight D. Eisenhower, 

the matrix acts as a guide for prioritizing tasks by considering two parameters: importance and 

urgency. Tasks that are determined to be both important and urgent are completed first (Nguyen, 

2012). In order to effectively prioritize our sites, it was necessary to further define a set of 

parameters and a system that would be applicable for this project. In the context of this project, 

the “urgency” parameter of the Eisenhower Matrix is replaced by vulnerability. The vulnerability 

of the sites was based on information that we gathered from Section 3.1. This section includes the 

use of GIS mapping, interviews with PLN employees, and in person site visits. The importance 

parameter was further refined to assess the value of each area based on several factors. Table 3 

provides details on the prioritization factors that were considered. With these parameters in mind, 

we were able to identify priority areas as those that had both high vulnerability and high 

importance.  

 

Table 3 

Prioritization Factors  

Category Factors 

Vulnerability • Areas that GIS Data indicated would be partially/completely inundated 

as sea level rise progressed, or areas in floodplains 

• Areas in close proximity to coastline susceptible to coastal erosion 

• Areas that we saw damage/impacts of climate change  

• Areas that site employees had told us were damaged or susceptible to 

damage in the future 

Importance • Cultural Importance - Historical buildings or archaeological sites 

• Ecological Importance - Habitat for endemic/vulnerable species, 

biodiversity, and carbon sink effect 

• Tourism Importance - Area offers educational opportunities to tourists 

and generates revenue through tourism 

• Infrastructural Value - Features that facilitate activities within the 

reserve or support other functions 

 

After analyzing the data from our assessment phase with these parameters in mind, we 

made a list of the areas to propose adaptation strategies for. The importance and vulnerability of 

each site were summarized in a table. Following this, we used a procedure from the Minnesota 

Department of Health to prioritize sites based on cultural, environmental, tourism, and 
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infrastructural importance (Prioritization matrix, n.d.). This allowed us to take qualitative data 

from the assessment and transfer it into quantitative data. To begin, the four parameters were 

ranked against each other to develop a weighting system. Then, each area was ranked in terms of 

the four parameters to develop raw scores. These scores were then weighted and totaled to give 

the total importance scores. This procedure can be viewed in its entirety in Appendix E.1. To 

prioritize sites in terms of vulnerability, we developed a point system based on similar vulnerability 

ranking procedures from the Scottish Coastal Archeological and Problem of Erosion Trust 

(SCAPE) model and the Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency (Eriksson & Juhl, 2012). Each site 

could earn a total of nine points based on vulnerability to SLR, coastal erosion, and extreme 

weather events, as well as FEMA floodplain classifications. A detailed breakdown of this point 

system can be found in Appendix E.2. By comparing the locations of sites to the SLR projections 

and floodplain areas from the MIPR, we were able to determine the associated risk. The floodplain 

classifications were useful because they also considered storm surge effects in coastal areas. 

Coastal erosion points were awarded based on what we saw on site as well as proximity of areas 

to the coastline. Areas that are located directly on the coast (i.e. beaches) or located in an exposed 

area that lacks protection (i.e. El Faro) earned an extra point because of their particular 

vulnerability to extreme weather events. If these methods were to be extended to other areas, the 

parameters for both importance and vulnerability could be altered based on the characteristics of 

the area and the risks it is exposed to. Using the numerical rankings from these two processes, we 

placed each area on a prioritization matrix. A blank matrix is shown in Figure 2 below. Quadrant 

one designates areas that are considered critical due to high importance and vulnerability. Quadrant 

two contains areas that are particularly vulnerable, but not necessarily important. Quadrant three 

contains areas of high importance that are were determined not to be vulnerable at this time. 

Quadrant four contains areas that are not particularly important or vulnerable when compared to 

the others being considered. Efforts should be focused on the quadrant one areas first, and then 

areas in the other quadrants can be considered in descending numerical order.  
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Figure 2. An example of a blank prioritization matrix that  

was used to rank sites based on importance and 

vulnerability. Sites that are in quadrant one should be 

addressed first, and then the other quadrants can be 

considered in descending numerical order. 

3.3 Compilation of Potential Adaptation Strategies and Associated Costs 

Due to the variety of climate change impacts, there is no singular adaptation strategy that 

will work for all associated risks including sea level rise, erosion, and increased storm intensity. 

The management plans provided to us by PLN did not address the impacts of climate change, so 

we examined existing management plans from other organizations in order to gain an idea of what 

had been done. We gathered a variety of strategies from the EPA, CoastAdapt, SCAPE Model, 

and San Juan Bay Estuary Climate Change Adaptation Plan. In addition to compiling existing 

strategies, we were able to develop new strategies or make modifications to the existing ones based 

on information from the interviews we conducted. Finding the most applicable adaptation plans 

for a given situation is important because, if applied well “...adaptation can help reduce the long-

term costs associated with climate change” (Titus, 2011). Unfortunately, adaptation strategies can 

exacerbate a system’s vulnerability to climate change if implemented without careful consideration 

(U.S. EPA, 2009). With all of this in mind, we created a table of potential adaptation strategies for 

our protected areas. This table listed potential adaptation strategies grouped by categories such as 

planting, development/planning, and retreat/avoidance. For each strategy, we listed threats 

addressed, potential locations for implementation, benefits, and constraints. We chose to mostly 

include non-invasive strategies in this table to preserve the natural aesthetics of the sites and avoid 

impacting the ecosystems negatively.  
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From this table, we synthesized a list of general recommendations organized by the type 

of habitat or infrastructure that they addressed. These strategies can be extended to other areas 

within the reserves that we were unable to consider and to other regions being impacted by climate 

change. We also recommended site specific adaptation strategies for each area that was considered 

in the prioritization phase. To select strategies from the table for each area, we considered the 

potential of each strategy to address the risks that are present, past uses in similar locations, 

suggestions from PLN employees, and any particular constraints of the area. Some areas were 

limited by remoteness or inaccessibility, and some ecosystems could not retreat inland because 

they were restricted by infrastructure. Preference was given to strategies that utilized natural 

materials, especially when these materials were already located on site. Strategies could be 

disregarded if they were determined to have potential adverse impacts on the area. This included 

invasive strategies that would disrupt the ecosystems or natural appearance, or strategies that may 

transfer the impacts elsewhere instead of resolving them. For example, seawalls are intended to 

minimize coastal erosion and dissipate wave energy. These structures can protect the immediate 

area at which they are constructed but will redirect currents and waves causing damage other areas 

and result in loss of coastal habitat (U.S. EPA, 2009). 

For each adaptation strategy that we recommended for a specific area, we estimated the 

costs associated with implementation. We researched past uses of individual strategies to prepare 

approximate costs of implementation. At a minimum, we were able to provide estimates of 

material costs. For strategies involving tree planting, we used information provided by PLN’s 

Project Habitat that included total costs for trees, labor, and a five-year monitoring period. For 

other types of strategies, we also included costs for labor, transportation of materials, and 

monitoring when information was available. This was limited to select adaptation strategies 

because these costs will vary locally, and we were unable to accurately estimate the man hours 

required to implement each strategy. The cost estimates for each strategy were organized in the 

form of unit cost (i.e. cost per linear foot, cost per square foot, etc.). When applicable, we also 

estimated the total cost associated with implementing the strategy in a certain area (i.e. total cost 

to replant a five-meter-wide coastal mangrove belt along the entire length of the Los Machos dirt 

road).  In order to estimate costs, we also provided a more detailed guide for the implementation 

of many of the adaptation strategies including information such as plant spacing, planting location, 

stone layer thickness, and levee height.   
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4.0 Results and Analysis 
 This chapter includes the results from our work with PLN, a non-profit organization that 

protects various areas throughout Puerto Rico. The goal of this project was to produce climate 

change adaptation strategies for PLN to add into their management plans for implementation 

within their protected areas. In our assessment phase, we determined that Las Cabezas de San Juan 

Nature Reserve and Área Natural Protegida Medio Mundo y Daguao are important based on 

factors of ecology, tourism, infrastructure, and history, as well as vulnerable due to the impacts of 

climate change. With this information in mind, we identified that there are critical areas within 

each site, including roads, beaches and mangrove forests. Finally, this allowed us to develop a list 

of adaptation strategies for the critical areas, focusing on non-invasive methods that would protect 

the aesthetics of the reserves.  

4.1 Site Assessment of Protected Areas 

The assessment of Las Cabezas de San Juan Nature Reserve and Área Natural Protegida 

Medio Mundo y Daguao revealed that both protected areas need climate change adaptation 

strategies. As regions with valuable ecosystems and infrastructure, the protected areas are deemed 

important based on their ecology, infrastructure, historical features, and tourist attractions. These 

coastal areas are at great risk due to climate change, especially from SLR, coastal erosion, and 

storm surges. Unfortunately, the existing management plans do not address climate change related 

concerns.  

 

Las Cabezas de San Juan Nature Reserve 

Las Cabezas de San Juan Nature Reserve is threatened by tourism, irresponsible recreation, 

urban development, poorly planned infrastructure, greater demand for goods and services, and lack 

of political support for protection (Fideicomiso de Conservación de Puerto Rico, 2010.b). There 

are currently strategies in place to address most of these risks, but not climate change. SLR, ocean 

acidification, and coastal erosion are just a few of the effects of climate change that are currently 

impacting Las Cabezas de San Juan Nature Reserve that have not been addressed (Fideicomiso de 

Conservación de Puerto Rico, 2010.b). As of 2010, 44.9% of the reserve is less than 10 meters 

above sea level. Structures within the reserve that are in danger include the visitor center, 

administrative office, and paved road because these are very close to sea level (Fideicomiso de 

Conservación de Puerto Rico, 2010.b).  

The MIPR is part of the Puerto Rican Government’s online GIS database. This software 

serves as visualization tool for identifying different characteristics across the region. Sea level rise 

projection models from the MIPR suggest that Las Cabezas de San Juan Nature Reserve will be at 

noticeable risk of partial inundation after as little as one foot of sea level rise. Figure 3 shows GIS 

images of sea level rise projections in Las Cabezas de San Juan Nature Reserve at various levels. 

Here, it is apparent that most of the inundation occurs in the zero to three-foot range. Table 4 

contains the approximate percentage of land that will be inundated at each increment. These are 

estimates calculated using ImageJ software and information retrieved from PLN’s management 

plans. A more precise analysis could be conducted using more sophisticated GIS software such as 

ArcGIS. For the purpose of this project these estimates are sufficient because they function not as 

exact figures but as a way to quantify what is shown in the sea level rise images. It should be noted 

that the Laguna Grande, while shown as being affected by sea level rise, is not included in these 

calculations because it is already a body of water.  Approximately 15% of land will be inundated 
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after one foot of SLR, 30% after three feet of SLR, and 37% after six feet of SLR. While these 

images are useful to visualize the effects of sea level rise, one aspect that is still unknown is the 

rate of sea level rise. 

 

 
Figure 3. Sea level rise in Las Cabezas de San Juan Nature Reserve. 
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Table 4 

Approximate Flooded Areas for Las Cabezas de San Juan Nature Reserve 
 

Land Underwater (Acres) Total Land in Reserve 

(Acres) 

Land Underwater 

(%) 

1 Foot 95 316 15 

3 Feet 152 316 30 

6 Feet 180 316 37 

 

Through our observations at the sites and information from our tour guide, we determined 

the sites that are most at risk due to climate change. Factors we were able to observe that indicated 

a site was at risk included evidence of coastal erosion, proximity to the ocean, and damage from 

extreme weather events. Damage from the hurricanes typically manifested in large quantities of 

dead trees and plants, particularly along the coast. Environmental Interpreter Pablo Ponce de León 

stated that there are not currently any climate change adaptation strategies in place to deal with 

these effects. The access road is a piece of infrastructure immediately at risk of SLR. The road 

provides access to the boardwalk, most of the beaches, the lighthouse, and the larger portion of the 

reserve. This recently paved road lays in the thin strip of land between the ocean and the lagoon. 

There is a narrow buffer of beach and vegetation protecting the road from erosion and the lagoon 

from connecting to the ocean. The magnitude of the potential negative impact to the lagoon is 

unknown. Pablo Ponce de León stated that the lagoon has previously been exposed to a large influx 

of ocean water during extreme weather events, and there is no known correlation between large 

amounts of sea water entering the lagoon and the level of bioluminescence (Personal 

Communication, 2019). If the road was washed out, boats would be needed to ferry tourists and 

workers to the island which would contain El Faro. Situated on the highest point of the reserve, El 

Faro is at minimal risk of damage from SLR, coastal erosion, ocean acidification, and any other 

ocean related effects. This historic structure is still in use as a functional lighthouse and therefore 

has practical as well as historical value for the site.  

The beaches at risk are Playa Jayuya, Playa Lirios, Playa Canalejo, and Seven Seas Beach. 

All these beaches and the others surrounding Las Cabezas de San Juan are directly at risk of coastal 

erosion and SLR. These sites have already been observed to be changing within the last several 

years. Pablo Ponce de León stated that Playa Jayuya had contained dunes five to ten feet higher 

when he began volunteering there five years ago (Personal Communication, 2019). Five human 

skeletons and other archaeological items have been found already in this beach adding to the 

cultural importance (Personal Communication, 2019). The sites identified in Figure 4 are the focus 

of our project based on their importance and vulnerability as determined by the management plan, 

MIPR data, and site visit observations. A detailed outline on the various aspects of each site’s 

importance (e.g. cultural, tourism, environmental, and infrastructural) and vulnerability to climate 

change effects can be found in Section 4.2. 
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Figure 4. Map showing points of interest in Las Cabezas de San Juan Nature Reserve. 

 

Área Natural Protegida Medio Mundo y Daguao 

Because of the extensive size and fragmentation of Área Natural Protegida Medio Mundo 

y Daguao, it was not possible to assess areas within all sections of the reserve. During the site visit 

we observed some of the key areas within the reserve likely which had been chosen through the 

GIS analysis of SLR. The MIPR had indicated that Los Machos, the largest of the 17 sections of 

land, would be heavily impacted by SLR. For this reason, we focused our efforts in the Los Machos 

area. The dirt road in this area provides access to the mangrove forest, swamp, and is the same 

road tours used to access the canals of Los Machos. A metal bridge spans the channel through 

which ocean water flows into the reserve. The bridge serves as a launching point for kayak tours 

and access to Punta Medio Mundo (Personal Communication, 2019).  

PLN’s management plan describes some of the threats to Área Natural Protegida Medio 

Mundo y Daguao as “pressures” that could affect and degrade the ecosystem. Pressures that have 

been noted in the reserve are the loss of biodiversity, disturbance to rare plants and endangered 

species in the area, degradation of the water quality, destruction of the natural habitat and changes 

to the structure of the ecosystem (Fideicomiso de Conservación de Puerto Rico, 2010.a). These 
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pressures will affect the reserve’s natural ecosystems and various forms of infrastructure through 

erosion, advancing of the coast, changes in hydrological flow, and resulting fragmentation 

(Fideicomiso de Conservación de Puerto Rico, 2010.a).   

 Similar to Las Cabezas de San Juan Nature Reserve, portions of Área Natural Protegida 

Medio Mundo y Daguao will be affected by SLR after an inundation of 1 foot. GIS images 

depicting various SLR scenarios from the MIPR for Área Natural Protegida Medio Mundo y 

Daguao can be seen in Figure 5. Table 5 contains the estimated percentage of Área Natural 

Protegida Medio Mundo y Daguao that will be inundated at each increment, as determined by 

ImageJ software. Approximately 44% of land will be inundated after one foot of SLR, 55% after 

three feet of SLR, and 62% after six feet of SLR. The areas that will mostly be affected are Los 

Machos and the Daguao River basin. This is primarily due to the low elevation of these areas as 

well as their proximity to the coast and various flood plains. One of the issues with using GIS 

software, as stated by Soledad Gaztambide Arandes, is that the software uses a bathtub model for 

SLR analysis. This type of model assumes water fills inland to the elevation of the water (Personal 

Communication, 2019). These “bathtub” models do not take into account changes in coastal 

geomorphology. These changes can be seen in the accretion rates of sediment around mangroves 

roots which may raise the level of the land counteracting SLR, while the impacts of coastal erosion 

which can further the inland progress of water. Though these models are not exact, they are still a 

useful tool to obtain a good estimate of the impacts of SLR.   
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Figure 5. Sea level rise in Área Natural Protegida Medio Mundo y Daguao. 

 

Table 5 

Approximate Flooded Areas for Área Natural Protegida Medio Mundo y Daguao 
 

Land Underwater (Acres) Total Land in Reserve 

(Acres) 

Land Underwater 

(%) 

1 Foot 1470 3340 44 

3 Feet 1840 3340 55 

6 Feet 2070 3340 62 
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There are elements within Área Natural Protegida Medio Mundo y Daguao that these 

images suggest are vulnerable to the impacts of SLR. The information from our site visits 

supported this. One main piece of infrastructure that will be affected is the dirt access road in the 

Los Machos section. There are parts of the road that are close to the ocean and would be susceptible 

to flooding due to rain storms and the rising tide. The manager of this reserve, Santiago Oliver 

Báez said that sometimes the access road is flooded making it unusable. This road is within a few 

feet of the high tide line in some locations. The edges of this road have been protected by 

mangroves in the past, but after Hurricane Maria most of the coastal mangroves in that area died. 

This can be seen in Figure 6. These dead mangroves still provide some protection, while young 

mangroves on the ocean interface begin to regrow. These dead trees are not as resilient and are far 

less effective as a buffer if more hurricanes are to arrive within the next few years. Santiago Oliver 

Báez claims that the trees will regrow with time, but PLN can accelerate this process through 

volunteer events featuring tree planting (Personal Communication, 2019). 

 

 
Figure 6. Dead mangroves on the coast in the Los Machos 

area killed during Hurricane Maria.  

 

With rising sea levels, this bridge may be at risk of foundational instability and faster rates 

of corrosion than are already observable due to the contact with salt water. At certain times of year, 

the water level rises over the edge of the bridge already which will be exacerbated by SLR. In 

Figure 7 the corrosion of the metal in the bridge is noticeable, even though it was replaced 

approximately eight years ago. Corrosion is visible especially on the nuts, bolts, and connecting 

hardware. The sticks on the bridge show that the water level had been at least up to the bridge deck 

at one point. Santiago Oliver Báez stated that he believed metal in close proximity to the ocean 

had been displaying accelerated corrosion rates over time, likely due to ocean acidification 

(Personal Communication, 2019).  
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Figure 7. Bridge in Los Machos showing signs 

of corrosion and woody debris from flooding. 

 

When asked about changes he had noticed in the environment during his years there, 

Santiago Oliver Báez said, “wetlands and beaches are already changing, and no program has been 

established by PLN in the area to protect from climate change” (Personal Communication, 2019). 

Furthermore, sea turtles may have been impacted by disappearing beaches as they return to the 

same places to lay eggs. According to Antares Ramos Álvarez, more sargassum has been being 

washed up on the coastline than in the past; this has been associated with climate change. 

Sargassum has been observed at both Área Natural Protegida Medio Mundo y Daguao and Las 

Cabezas de San Juan. In small amounts it brings nutrients, which is good for the surrounding 

ecology, but when an excess arrives it can be detrimental. The seaweed can stifle sea turtles 

hatching or laying eggs on usually sandy beaches. The seaweed blooms affect other coastal 

dependent animals as well but the exact cause of it is still unknown (Personal Communication, 

2019). Additionally, the smell and sight pose an issue to tourism companies as it drives away 

customers. Large amounts of this sargassum were observed covering Medio Mundo beach. 

The sites identified in Figure 8 are the focus of our project based on their importance and 

vulnerability as determined by the management plan, MIPR data, and site visit observations. A 

detailed outline on the various aspects of each site’s importance (e.g. cultural, tourism, 

environmental, and infrastructural) and vulnerability to climate change effects can be found in 

Section 4.2. 
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Figure 8. Map showing points of interest in Área Natural Protegida Medio Mundo y Daguao. 

4.2 Prioritization of Vulnerable Areas 
The areas that were shown to be of interest for proposing adaptation strategies in Las 

Cabezas de San Juan Nature Reserve and Área Natural Protegida Medio Mundo y Daguao are 

shown in Tables 6 and 7. Natural systems and infrastructures within each protected area have 

varying levels of importance and vulnerability. The importance rankings were based on ecological, 

tourism, cultural, and infrastructural value. To classify vulnerability, we looked at sea level rise, 

coastal erosion, floodplains, and whether the site was at an elevated risk due to natural disasters. 

Vulnerability was determined through the identification of regions at risk of ocean inundation from 

the SLRV and MIPR projections, regions specified by tour guides to be vulnerable to different 

pressures, and the physical degradation we observed during the site visits. The floodplains were 

identified using the MIPR data and descriptions were obtained from FEMA (Flood Zones, n.d.). 

A detailed description of our importance prioritization process can be viewed in Appendix E.1 and 

detailed description of our vulnerability prioritization process can be viewed in Appendix E.2.  

 

Table 6 

Importance and Vulnerability of Las Cabezas de San Juan Nature Reserve 
 

Importance Vulnerability 

Road 

• Main access road - leads to El 

Faro, the boardwalk, Playa 

Jayuya, Playa Lirios and Playa 

Canalejo 

• Used to conduct tours 

• Very close to the shoreline 

• Sections will be inundated 

after one foot of SLR 
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• Barrier between ocean and 

lagoon 

• During extreme weather 

events, water washes over the 

road 

• People trespassing onto the 

road (destroying the 

protection between ocean and 

road) 

• Covered in sand and fallen 

trees after hurricanes.  

Seven Seas 

Beach 

• Providing protection between 

the ocean and the road  

• Tourists exacerbate erosion 

• Directly exposed to waves, 

storms and currents 

• Already narrow beach, PLN 

employees stated that the 

ocean has been advancing 

inland over time 

Playa 

Jayuya 

• Archaeological site with 

extensive artifacts and human 

remains found 

• Provides a buffer zone for 

coastal ecology and mangroves 

 

• Directly exposed to waves, 

storms, and currents 

• PLN Employees stated that 

there is evidence of coastal 

erosion 

• Dunes were 5-10 feet higher 5 

years ago 

Playa 

Lirios 

• Rocky beach that is part of the 

tours PLN gives 

• Evidence of some archeological 

artifacts 

• Less vulnerable than sandy 

beaches 

• Directly impacted by storms 

and sea level rise 

• Coastal erosion visible 

Playa 

Canalejo 

• Archaeological site 

• Beach provides buffer to 

erosion and storm damage 

• Habitat for sandy dwelling 

species (turtles, birds, etc.) 

• Most of the trees along the 

coast were damaged/killed 

during the hurricanes, leaving 

the area very open to erosion 

• Beach is diminishing due to 

sea level rise 

• Sargassum build up 

Visitor 

Center 

• Central hub for tourism 

• Offices for on-site employees  

• Tree Nursery 

• Very close to shoreline 

• Infrastructure at risk of 

corrosion and being 

underwater due to sea level 

rise 
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• Surrounding area will be 

inundated between one and 

three feet of SLR 

El Faro 

• Historical value, it is one of the 

oldest and best-preserved 

lighthouses in Puerto Rico 

• It's a functioning lighthouse 

• Tourist attraction 

• Extreme weather events 

• Protected from sea level rise 

by high elevation from the 

ocean 

Laguna 

Grande 

• Rare ecosystem, there are only 

five similar ones in the world. 

• Attracts large numbers of 

tourists every year 

• Loss of road may connect 

ocean to bioluminescent 

lagoon 

• Channel gets blocked by 

sediment, may become worse 

as sea level rises/ocean 

currents change 

• Uncertainty in how sea level 

rise or an increase in sediment 

would impact the lagoon 

Boardwalk 

• The boardwalk serves as a 

tourist attraction and allows 

PLN to educate people about 

the mangroves and nearby 

Laguna Grande 

• As SLR progresses, the 

foundation of the boardwalk 

could become unstable.  

 

Table 7 

Importance and Vulnerability of Área Natural Protegida Medio Mundo y Daguao 
 

Importance Vulnerability 

Dirt Road 

• Main access road to 

mangrove forest for 

reserve employees 

• Facilitates tourism 

o Access for bikes, 

kayaks, etc.  

• More susceptible to erosion than 

paved roads 

• Erosion of road visible 

• High tide within a few feet of the 

road 

Mangrove 

Forest 

• Protects reserve from sea 

level rise and coastal 

erosion 

• Mangroves are efficient 

carbon sinks 

• Very close to shoreline 

• Hurricane damaged/killed a lot of 

the mangroves 

• Uncertainty in the ability to adapt 

to sea level rise 

• Sea level rise projections predict 

this site will be underwater very 

soon 
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Bridge 
• Access to Pun ta Medio 

Mundo 

• Accelerated corrosion 

• In danger at high tide 

• Channel floods up to/over bridge 

during extreme weather events 

Visitor 

Center 

• PLN office 

• Center for 

tourism/educational 

opportunities in the reserve 

• No risks identified except for 

normal risk to extreme weather 

events.  

Medio 

Mundo 

Beach 

• Tourist attraction 

• Coastal habitats 

• Directly exposed to waves, storms 

and currents causing coastal 

erosion 

• Beach is diminishing due to SLR 

over time 

• Sargassum 

Langley 

Drive 

• Paved access road, spans 

large sections of the park  

• Proximity to Daguao River and 

wetlands 

• Flood risks, especially as extreme 

weather events become more 

frequent and severe 

Boardwalk 

• Provides ability for tourists 

walk through natural area 

• Leads to observation tower 

on coast 

• Will be inundated between one 

and three feet of sea level rise. 

• Proximity to the coast and 

relatively fragile wooden 

construction leads to increased 

risk from extreme weather events.   

 

Figure 9 is a prioritization matrix that contains all the areas we considered within Las 

Cabezas de San Juan Nature Reserve during our prioritization process. This offers a useful 

visualization tool to see how the areas compare to each other. Areas that are in the top right corner 

are considered the most critical. The raw data that was used to construct this matrix is found in 

Appendix F.1.   
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Figure 9. Prioritization matrix of critical areas in Las Cabezas de San Juan Nature 

Reserve. This is based on ecological, cultural, tourism, and infrastructural 

importance vs. vulnerability to climate change impacts including SLR, coastal 

erosion and floodplains. 

 

Figure 10 is a prioritization matrix that contains all the areas we considered within Área 

Natural Protegida Medio Mundo y Daguao during our prioritization process. This offers a useful 

visualization tool to see how the areas compare to each other. Areas that are closest to the top right 

corner are considered the most critical areas. The raw data that was used to construct this matrix 

is found in Appendix F.2. 
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Figure 10. Prioritization matrix of critical areas in Área Natural Protegida Medio Mundo 

y Daguao. This is based on ecological, cultural, tourism, and infrastructural importance 

vs. vulnerability to climate change impacts including SLR, coastal erosion, extreme 

weather events and floodplains. 

4.3 Potential Climate Change Adaptation Strategies 

According to the PLN employees at Las Cabezas de San Juan Nature Reserve and Área 

Natural Protegida Medio Mundo y Daguao, it is crucial to protect these areas and maintain their 

cultural, ecological, infrastructural and tourism value (Personal Communication, 2019). PLN 

employees Elizabeth Padilla, Antares Ramos Álvarez, Santiago Oliver Báez, and Pablo Ponce De 

León all emphasized that we should only propose natural methods of adaptation to preserve the 

aesthetics of the reserve (Personal Communication, 2019). Antares Ramos Álvarez also stated, “I 
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always try to think in terms of human behavior. How can I make it so that I don’t need a guard or 

a policeman watching? (Personal Communications, 2019). An example of this would be providing 

a few select pathways over a dune to concentrate foot traffic and minimize damage to the rest of 

the dune. This will allow people to use the area uninterrupted while maintaining the effectiveness 

of the adaptation strategy.  

We found many methods of adaptation that could be utilized to combat climate change. 

Australia's CoastAdapt system provided adaptation documents separated into four categories: 

planning, engineering, environmental, social, community, and education (Australian Government 

Department of the Environment and Energy, 2019). Another useful source for adaptation strategies 

was the EPA’s Synthesis of Adaptation Options for Coastal Areas, which included methods 

specific to coastal regions (U.S. EPA, 2009). Background information provided with the SCAPE 

Model also contained strategies applicable to archaeological sites (Dawson, 2013). The San Juan 

Bay Estuary Climate Change Adaptation Plan contained ideas for strategies that might be 

specifically applicable in the San Juan area (Bauzá-Ortega, 2015). The remaining ideas for 

adaptation strategies were created with help from Santiago Oliver Báez, Pablo Ponce De León, 

and Antares Ramos Álvarez, who guided us through the two protected areas and identified regions 

most susceptible to climate change and suggested potential solutions to the vulnerabilities 

(Personal Communications, 2019). These strategies are sorted into the table below based on the 

method, such as replanting or beach development. 

 

Table 8 

Climate Change Adaptation Strategies 

Adaptation 

Strategy 

Threat(s) 

Addressed 

Potential 

Locations 
Benefits Constraints 

Adaptation Strategies Utilizing Avoidance/Retreat 

Facilitate 

retreat 2 

Sea Level 

Rise, Erosion, 

Flooding  

Playa Jayuya, 

Canalejo, any 

coastal 

mangrove 

areas,  

Cost effective, able to 

maintain ecosystems in 

their natural state 

Not possible 

where the inland 

side prevents 

retreat of natural 

systems.  

Make records 

before complete 

loss3 

Sea Level 

Rise, Erosion, 

Flooding 

Playa Jayuya, 

Canalejo 

Maintain images and 

data of 

historically/culturally 

significant areas. 

Typically, more cost 

effective than 

protecting the area. 

People will no 

longer be able to 

view the sites in 

person.  

Adaptation Strategies Utilizing Planning/Development 
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Preventive 

developmental 

planning 2 

Sea level rise, 

coastal 

erosion, 

increased 

precipitation 

Trail system 

development 

los machos, 

boardwalk, 

maintenance 

of lighthouse 

Avoid/reduce risk of 

future damages by 

locating new 

infrastructure away 

from the coast and 

other potentially 

hazardous areas. 

Limits on areas 

to develop. 

Doesn’t address 

current 

vulnerabilities  

Redefine 

riverine flood 

hazard zones 2 

Sea level rise, 

increased 

precipitation, 

storm surges 

Langley 

Drive 

Protects riverine 

systems and 

surrounding zones 

accordingly 

Impacts on flood 

insurance may 

require changes 

to zoning laws 

which can be 

difficult 

Resilient and 

adaptive 

buildings, 

mainly through 

elevated 

structures 1 

Sea level rise, 

storm surges 

Visitor 

Centers, 

boardwalks  

Manages coastal 

inundation and flooding 

that targets 

infrastructure 

Increases 

developmental 

costs 

Adaptation Strategies Utilizing Planting/Replanting 

Coral 

replanting 4 

Coastal 

erosion, sea 

level rise  

Playa Lirios, 

Seven Seas 

Beach, 

Canalejo, 

Medio Mundo 

Beach 

Wave dissipation and 

refraction, enhances 

underwater ecosystem.  

Accelerate 

erosion if done 

improperly, 

safety hazard for 

swimmers, 

interrupts surf 

Replanting 

trees (sea grape, 

icaco, maría, 

almácigo, ucar, 

emajaguilla, 

etc.)4 

Coastal 

erosion, 

sea level rise, 

acts as a 

carbon sink, 

storm surges 

Dirt Road in 

Los Machos, 

Playa 

Canalejo, 

Laguna 

Grande 

Could be connected to 

Project Habitat, 

provides natural storm 

break and important 

habitat. Trees act as a 

carbon sink. 

Takes time for 

trees to grow 

Planting 

submerged 

aquatic 

vegetation 

(SAV) (e.g. 

seagrass) 2  

Coastal 

erosion, sea 

level rise, 

reducing 

impacts of 

storm surge 

Playa 

Canalejo, 

Medio Mundo 

Beach, Playa 

Jayuya, Seven 

Seas Beach 

Stabilizes sediment, 

non-invasive, provides 

aquatic habitat  

Grasses diminish 

in winter months 

when waves are 

more severe, 

sunlight 

availability is 

required, may be 

difficult to plant 
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Adaptation Strategies Utilizing Natural Materials 

Dune 

development 

using sand 

fencing 5 

Sea level rise, 

coastal 

erosion 

Seven Seas 

Beach, Playa 

Canalejo, 

Medio Mundo 

Beach 

Naturally made “wall” 

to protect from ocean 

damage. Dunes can 

develop naturally with 

sand fences 

Dunes take time 

to form, must 

prevent visitors 

from destroying 

dunes 

Dune 

development 

using 

sargassum 4 

Sea level rise, 

coastal 

erosion 

Medio Mundo 

Beach, Playa 

Canalejo, 

Seven Seas 

Beach 

Material already on 

site. Handles the 

problem of excessive 

sargassum on beaches.  

Dunes take time 

to form. 

Sargassum bales 

may not be 

aesthetically 

pleasing & 

smell. 

Raise ground 

level using 

natural 

materials (i.e. 

wood chips, 

sargassum)5 

Sea level rise,  

coastal 

Erosion 

Seven Seas 

Beach 

Material available on 

site. Dead trees need to 

be disposed of 

anyways. Handles the 

problem of excessive 

sargassum on beaches. 

Wood is 

susceptible to 

washing away 

during storms. 

Sargassum may 

smell. 

Beach 

nourishment 2 

Flooding, 

erosion, sea 

level rise 

Seven Seas 

Beach, Playa 

Canalejo, 

Medio Mundo 

Beach, Playa 

Lirios 

Flexible and fast 

coastal management 

option. Complement 

other adaptation 

strategies. Provides 

flood and erosion 

protection. 

Can affect 

shoreline 

ecosystems (i.e. 

burying sea turtle 

eggs). Usually an 

ongoing process. 

Need to have a 

good source for 

sand 

Resurface roads 
5 

Erosion from 

sea level rise 

Dirt road in 

Los Machos 

Provides more structure 

for the road to reduce 

erosion 

Requires a lot of 

manpower and 

time to 

implement 

Construct 

levees to reduce 

flooding along 

estuaries and 

coastal streams 
1 

Sea level rise, 

increased 

precipitation, 

flooding 

Langley 

drive, dirt 

road in Los 

Machos 

Reduces/controls 

flooding 

Transfer of risk 

elsewhere, could 

cause erosion 

problems, 

disconnects 

estuary and 

wetlands 
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Note: Strategies adapted and compiled from the following sources: (Australian Government 

Department of the Environment and Energy, 2019)1, (U.S. EPA, 2009)2, (Dawson, 2013)3, 

(Bauzá-Ortega, 2015)4, Interviews with Santiago Oliver Báez, Pablo Ponce De León, and 

Antares Ramos Álvarez (Personal Communications, 2019)5 

4.3.1 Application and Economic Analysis of Adaptation Strategies 

 The following costs associated with executing climate change adaptation strategies are 

estimates and may vary based on where they are implemented. This information can be used as a 

guide for future application. 

 

Coral Replanting 

• Simple transplantation costs are estimated at $1 per square meter for Elkhorn Coral. 

These costs include the collection, transportation and placement by trained locals. 

Monitoring costs are excluded from this estimate (Spurgeon, 2001).  

 

Planting Mangroves 

• Ahmed Pérez provided planting guidelines for mangroves in coastal areas. Mangroves 

should ideally be grown in a nursery to a height of three to four feet. The mangroves should 

then be planted at a spacing of five feet in staggered rows (Personal Communications, 

2019).  

• Generally, when considering the width of the mangrove belt, larger is better. 100 meters 

of mangrove can reduce wave height by up to 66% which will help to protect against 

erosion further inland. A denser mangrove forest is more effective than a sparsely 

populated one (Spalding, McIvor, Tonneijck, Tol, and Van Eijk, 2014). 

• According to Ahmed Pérez the cost of planting and maintaining a tree for five years is $60 

(Personal Communications, 2019). It would cost $540 to cover an area of 10 feet by 10 

feet.  

• The coastal mangrove belt in Los Machos is approximately 6,400 feet long. Red 

mangroves are best suited to this location because of the salinity conditions and the wave 

action of the coast. There are still some living mangroves closer to the inland road that 

would not need to be touched. Assuming a belt width of about 15 feet that needs to be 

restored, it would cost approximately $8,000 for every 100 feet of length, or $518,000 to 

restore the entire coastal mangrove belt at this location to its previous condition.  

• Alternatively, it would be significantly cheaper to plant the seeds. However, the survival 

rate is much diminished and the time period to maturity is at least 5 years longer resulting 

in a longer period of vulnerable coastline.  

 

Planting Uva de playa (Sea Grape) 

• Proper plant spacing will ensure the Sea Grape plants are as effective as possible at 

preventing erosion. The plants are salt resistant and have an extensive root system that 

makes them well suited for this purpose. The plants should be located in rows about three 

feet from each other with about 3 feet between rows to allow for maximum growth and 

coverage. If multiple rows are planted, the rows should also be staggered (South Florida 

Plant Guide, n.d.). Planting more rows will provide more protection but will minimize the 

amount of available beach area.  
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• According to Ahmed Pérez the cost of planting and maintaining a tree for five years is $60 

(Personal Communications, 2019). To plant one row of Sea Grape Trees 100 feet long 

would cost approximately $2,000.  

 

Planting Beach Grass 

• American beach grass is sold in 100-stem bundles for approximately $35 to $55 per bundle. 

It is recommended that grasses are planted with a spacing of two or three stems to a hole 

at 1- to 3-foot intervals, resulting in a cost of under $0.50 per square foot of dune. 

(Eastern Research Group, 2013).  
 

Planting Sea/Eel Grass 

• Estimated cost according to a University of Cambridge study is $45,000 per acre only 

considering the costs of collection, preparation & installation of planting units. Cost are 

much higher if permitting and monitoring costs are included (Estimated cost of seagrass 

restoration, 2001). Sea grasses are typically planted at depths of one to nine meters 

depending on the species. 

• Another study recommends that planting by seed rather than transplanting provides a 

more cost-effective approach to planting sea grass while minimizing ecological impacts on 

donor beds (Restoration of Seagrass Meadows, n.d.). However, this study did not include 

specific cost information. 

 

Dune Development 

• The cost of sand fencing is $59.95 for a roll that is 50 feet long and four feet tall. At Playa 

Canalejo, which is about 3,250 feet long, enough sand fencing could be purchased to be 

installed on the entire length of the beach for only $3,900 (Natural wood snow/sand fence, 

n.d.). This value does not include labor costs. A similar effect can be achieved using 

wooden pallets, which are often available in large quantities at locations with 

shipping/receiving facilities and could potentially be acquired for low/no cost.   

• The cost of sargassum bales would be solely based on purchasing a seaweed baler and 

baling twine which would cost approximately $3,800 (Alibaba, n.d.). There is a surplus of 

sargassum on the beaches that could be used to support this strategy. 

 

Raise Ground Level Using Natural Materials 

• Raising the ground level using natural materials such as sargassum or wood chips is a cost-

effective strategy because the materials are already present in large quantities on site. The 

only potential costs associated with this activity would be labor, but even this would likely 

be low as the desired effect could be completed with relatively low effort.  

 

Constructing Stone Levee 

• The cost of materials for the installation of stone levees is dependent on the depth of the 

levee (FEMA, 2007).  

o Two feet deep would cost $60 per linear foot. 

o Four feet deep would cost $106 per linear foot. 

o Six feet deep would cost $170 per linear foot. 

• This strategy would require maintenance to avoid blockage and destruction to the levee, 

which may result in an additional cost (Eastern Research Group, 2013).  
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Reinforce Dirt Road in Los Machos 

• While there are many different types and sizes of stone available, any standard crushed 

stone with a top size around three inches (measuring at least three inches in one dimension) 

is likely best suited for this application. Stone of this size will be resistant to being washed 

off the road surface, promote drainage, stabilize sediment, and provide a suitable driving 

surface for the vehicle traffic this road experiences. Stone should be laid down at a 

minimum thickness of four inches as it will compress naturally over time.  

• Crushed stone with a three-inch top size is estimated to cost between $15 and $25 per ton 

installed. Because Puerto Rico is and island and procuring materials may be more difficult, 

using $25 per ton will provide a more conservative estimate. One ton translates to roughly 

0.74 cubic yards of stone, and to cover a 10-foot-long section of road with four inches of 

stone, it would take 1.23 cubic yards. This translates to a cost of $42 for each 10-foot-long 

section of road covered. (Dirt, gravel, and low volume road program: Typical costs, 2015) 

 

Beach Nourishment 

• The cost of beach nourishment is between $300 to $1000 per linear foot, which accounts 

for material, transportation, and labor (Eastern Research Group, 2013).  

• Seven Seas Beach is approximately 3,500 linear feet long, resulting in a cost of $1,050,000 

to $3,500,000 to replenish the entire beach.  

• Best practice for beach nourishment is to use material, in this case sand, that is similar to 

the existing beach material. It is not required to nourish the entire length of the beach and 

would be more effective to target areas most impacted by sea level rise and coastal erosion.  

 

Waterproofing Infrastructure 

• For infrastructure, roof sealant will provide a waterproof barrier to protect against increased 

precipitation and extreme weather events (Cost Owl, 2019). The sealant is a coating applied 

like paint and is durable enough to withstand heavy rainfall. 

• The cost of roof sealant can range from $15 to $30 per gallon, where one gallon will 

typically cover an area of 100 square foot to 150 square foot (Cost Owl, 2019). 

• On average, labor costs for roof sealant are $0.50 per square foot (Cost Owl, 2019). 

However, volunteers or employees within the organization may be utilized to complete this 

task.  

• For example, a 200 square foot roof would cost between $30 and $60 for materials and 

$100 for labor for a total cost of $230 to $260.  

 

Raising Infrastructure 

• The cost of raising infrastructure would range from $60 to $90 per square foot for a full 

service. This would include all elements of structural, architectural, and engineering design 

and construction (Dawson Foundation Repair, n.d.).  

• The main structure of the visitor center at Las Cabezas de San Juan Nature Area measures 

40 feet by 40 feet, which would translate to a total estimated cost of $96,000 - $144,000 to 

farther elevate the structure.  
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5.0 Conclusions and Recommendations 
This section presents our conclusions and recommendations based on our findings in the 

previous section. This will provide PLN with adaptation strategies to protect specific areas within 

their reserves that are being impacted by climate change. These recommendations have the 

potential to be extended into other regions, as climate change is a global issue that impacts 

infrastructure and surrounding environments. With careful implementation, adaptation strategies 

have the potential to extend the useful life of infrastructure and protect sensitive ecosystems. Our 

findings support this claim; we have found that it is crucial to address critical areas within these 

sites to reduce the risk of complete loss or to extend the time before complete loss occurs. A system 

of monitoring the sites and the use of volunteers will be important to the success of the adaptation 

methods. However, there are constraints when working with these regions. Adaptation strategies 

may not be feasible for certain locations in the reserve. Furthermore, to preserve the aesthetics of 

each protected area, hard adaptation strategies typically will not suffice. Finally, the site itself may 

also pose challenges to adaptation efforts.  

The assessment phase in our methodology revealed that both Las Cabezas de San 

Juan Natural Reserve and Área Natural Protegida Medio Mundo y Daguao need innovative 

adaptation strategies to combat the effects of climate change. From our findings, we can 

conclude that the reserves will be, or are currently being impacted by, SLR, coastal erosion, storm 

surges, increased precipitation, an increase in frequency and severity of natural disasters, ocean 

acidification, and flooding. Because climate change is a global issue, we can also conclude that 

similar coastal areas in other regions will be impacted by these effects. Through content analysis 

of PLN management plans and observations made while on site visits, we determined that both 

sites feature areas that are important based on environmental, tourism, cultural and infrastructural 

factors. Using this information and the vulnerability of specific sites to climate change impacts, 

we completed our prioritization objective. Critical areas within each site were identified as those 

that have either the most relative value, are in the most danger from climate change impacts, or 

both. This reported that the access road and Playa Jayuya within Las Cabezas de San Juan Nature 

Reserve and the coastal mangroves and dirt access road within Área Natural Protegida Medio 

Mundo y Daguao should be prioritized based on their importance and vulnerability.  

Utilization of volunteers and implementation of a monitoring system are important 

to the success of the adaptation methods. PLN works with two types of volunteers: occasional 

volunteers and recurring volunteers (Para la Naturaleza, Who Are We?, n.d.). Most, if not all, of 

the labor involved in implementing the adaptation strategies could be completed by volunteer 

groups under the supervision and guidance of knowledgeable experts. This would eliminate or 

reduce the labor costs, leaving more funds for other aspects. These groups will be helpful for 

strategies that require a lot of manpower, like planting trees. Once these methods are put into place, 

a method for monitoring is required for maintenance and determining whether the strategies are 

adequate (Fideicomiso de Conservación de Puerto Rico, 2010.a). Creating a Management 

Advisory Board to oversee the original implementation and maintenance of the regions would 

improve the preservation of the site. (Fideicomiso de Conservación de Puerto Rico, 2010.a). This 

could also consist of volunteers that collect data and observations at each of the sites, such as 

measuring and reporting rates of sea level rise or coastal erosion. 

Most traditional strategies, particularly hard adaptation strategies, cannot be used in 

these protected areas. Because of high tourism rates, it was necessary to consider alternative 

strategies, or combinations of several existing techniques to meet the needs of each area. It is 

essential to evaluate the aesthetic impacts of any strategies that are selected to preserve the natural 
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appearance. Strategies that are implemented in protected areas need to be as natural as possible, 

and minimally invasive. This was reiterated when Antares Ramos Álvarez, Santiago Oliver Báez, 

Pablo Ponce De León, and Elizabeth Padilla insisted that invasive methods, such as building 

concrete walls, would greatly diminish the natural value of the site (Personal Communication, 

2019). Because of this, we will not be recommending intrusive methods. 

Certain characteristics of areas within the protected areas could make implementing 

the most appropriate adaptation strategy difficult or impossible. There are areas within the 

reserves that are remote and have limited access. Playa Jayuya, a sandy beach in Las Cabezas de 

San Juan Nature Reserve, can only be reached by walking on foot for approximately 30 minutes 

or by boat. Boat access is made difficult when considering the fragile coral reefs present offshore. 

Getting resources into this area and others like it would be an intensive process. In protected areas 

like these impacted by climate change, it is important to protect the existing conditions while still 

implementing effective adaptation strategies. Some aspects of certain areas eliminate strategies 

that would otherwise be considered the best option. For example, on sandy beaches, Antares stated 

that beach nourishment could be a potentially helpful option to help adapt to sea level rise and 

coastal erosion. However, Playa Jayuya contains archaeological artifacts that are in the process of 

being uncovered. As Antares Ramos Álvarez explained, dumping large amounts of sand onto this 

beach would be counterproductive towards these efforts (Personal Communication, 2019). This 

points to a larger problem with existing management plans that propose adaptation strategies 

without considering the site-specific conditions.  

PLN recognizes the potential for partial or complete loss of their sites due to SLR and 

natural disasters, despite the efforts made. Elizabeth Padilla stated that within 100 years, they 

expect the reserve at Las Cabezas de San Juan to be a series of islands because of SLR (Personal 

Communication, 2019). The data from the MIPR supported this conclusion. In some cases, the 

best option may be to do nothing and focus efforts elsewhere. There may be cases where the effects 

of climate change are going to impact an area so aggressively that no amount of resources are able 

to save it. SLR is impacting the entire world. Areas throughout the Caribbean and other tropical 

regions should be particularly aware of these potential losses since the effect of steric SLR 

accelerates the rate that the ocean rises in warm regions.  

It is difficult to define how quickly SLR is progressing and when impacts will begin. 

Organizations around the world have attempted to quantify SLR and make projections for the 

future. This typically comes in the form of the sea level increase from current levels by the year 

2100. The high end of these projections predict a 5.9 foot SLR by the year 2100. (Ezcurra & 

Rivera, 2018). Low ends of similar projections indicate increases in sea level of only 0.85 feet are 

to be expected by 2100. (IPCC, 2018). These discrepancies arise from unknown rates of future 

carbon dioxide emissions and glacial ice melt (NOAA Office for Coastal Management, n.d.). In 

addition, the effect of steric sea level rise, caused by an increase in water temperature, affects hot 

tropical zones more than temperate zones. This can lead to local variance and a faster rate of SLR 

in regions like Puerto Rico (Bauzá-Ortega, 2015). While there is no widespread agreement on the 

rate of SLR, most organizations agree on the fact that it is accelerating. PLN’s management plan 

pointed towards a SLR rate of 0.07 inches per year from 1961 to 2003, and an increase of 0.12 

inches per year when only considering the 10 year period from 1993 to 2003. Another study has 

predicted that total SLR in the 21st century will be four times as much as in the 20th century 

(Camber, n.d.) Rates of SLR have been measured as high as 0.53 inches per year locally in Puerto 

Rico in recent years. (Bauzá-Ortega, 2015).   
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5.1 Recommendations  

 This section includes recommendations for a range of general areas found within our sites. 

The timeframe of this project did not allow us to consider every area within the two sites. These 

general recommendations have been included not only for the areas we did not get to consider 

within our sites, but also for future projects. PLN manages many other sites around the island that 

will need climate change adaptation strategies in the future. In addition, climate change is a 

problem on a global scale. While the specific characteristics of each site always need to be 

considered, these general recommendations will be able to serve as a basis for groups everywhere 

to begin implementing adaptation strategies. We hope that these recommendations can be utilized 

by other stakeholders who are involved in the management of protected areas, since our research 

revealed that there was not a comprehensive list of non-invasive adaptation strategies already 

developed. We have also included strategies for the specific areas that we selected in Las Cabezas 

de San Juan Nature Reserve and Área Natural Protegida Medio Mundo y Daguao. 

5.1.1 General Strategies for Adaptation 

Roads 

• Our assessment suggests that roads in coastal areas can be at risk from erosion, SLR, and 

flooding. Information that we gathered from the CoastAdapt guidelines contained several 

strategies concerning infrastructure such as roads (Australian Government Department of 

the Environment and Energy, 2019).  In the short term, maintaining buffer zones on the 

sides of roads can protect from erosion and inundation. This can include restricting tree 

harvest from borders and planting coastal grasses, mangroves, and other trees to provide 

natural protection from water and storm damage. The most effective trees will vary based 

on the region of implementation. It is important to consider that trees with large surface 

roots close to a paved surface could damage the road, as well.  

• Also, in areas that river flooding is likely to impact roads according to FEMA and GIS 

maps, fortify edges of road through stone placement to reduce undercutting and surface 

erosion. This can also include the installation of stone levees to help divert water from the 

road.  

• For a long-term solution, bridges with stable foundations could be built to raise the level 

of the road, accommodating rising water level. However, this may come at an extensive 

cost and, therefore, should be considered as a project in the future. In underdeveloped 

regions, this cost may not be feasible to ever implement.  

• Unfortunately, it may be necessary to accept that some roads may be lost and maintaining 

access will be more effective through other means, such as boats or bridges. 

 

Boardwalk 

• As the sea level rises, the foundations and walking surfaces of boardwalks can be 

compromised. For protection of a boardwalk, raising the level of the boardwalk should be 

incorporated into the regular repair and maintenance plans. Information gathered during 

interviews indicated that most boardwalks already undergo periodic maintenance, so this 

strategy will be easy to incorporate and will serve as a gradual, noninvasive method. There 

is no large risk, except in regions where waves and erosion are much more likely.  

• When choosing new places to build boardwalks, choose areas that will be less susceptible 

to flooding and SLR when possible.  
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• In peak interest areas, accept that regular maintenance and replacement may be needed to 

maintain tourist access. 

 

Archaeological Sites 

• A study of vulnerable coastal archaeological sites in Scotland featured several strategies 

for the protection of these areas (Dawson, 2013). Focusing excavation efforts to the regions 

most susceptible to climate change impacts will minimize the loss of archaeological 

artifacts.  

• Utilization of volunteers could aid in this process.  

• Dune enhancement, supplemented with stones between water and excavation, can provide 

more time for extraction.  

• Ocean inundation is inevitable, and a potential solution could include underwater 

excavation.  

 

Mangroves 

• Many of the areas that we have studied are in danger due to SLR and extreme weather 

events. We recommend beginning planting more at slightly higher elevations to facilitate 

migration. When planting new mangroves, ensure that the average salinity of the area is 

suited for the specific species being planted as each type is specially adapted to specific 

regions. Red mangroves will be the most valuable for coastal protection and SLR, as stated 

by Santiago Oliver Báez and Pablo Ponce De León (Personal Communication, 2019).  

• Also, dead mangroves should be removed in stages, while planting in coastal areas that 

were damaged by hurricanes and storm surges. From our site visits, there areas with 

noticeable damages to mangroves from Hurricanes Irma and Maria. Other coastal 

mangroves in the area have likely suffered similar damages. It will be more effective to 

remove strips of dead trees further inland and closer to roads first, as the dead trees closer 

to open water will provide temporary protection from harsh weather while growing. When 

removing dead trees, the lowest portion of the trunk and roots can be left to provide more 

sediment stabilization features for the area. The dead trees that are removed can also be 

woven into the roots of the outermost dead as a natural and permeable protection to storm 

surges. The belt of replanting can progressively be moved outward as time and resources 

are available.  

• From our interview with Pablo Ponce De León, we determined that a buildup of sediment 

in canals can restrict water flow to mangrove forests (Personal Communications, 2019). 

Canals that lead to mangroves should be dredged so that new water regularly enters 

mangrove forests. This can help maintain their health and ensure they do not develop 

excessively high levels of salinity, which reduces mangrove populations in certain area. 

With increased frequency of drought in some regions, these sealed mangrove areas can 

increase to levels that will kill the mangroves, reducing habitat and making surrounding 

mangroves more vulnerable to rising water levels. Dredging channels will become less 

important as water level rise will naturally provide influx of water. 

 

Sandy Beaches  

• Based on our finding that invasive methods will not suffice in natural areas due to their 

unattractiveness, we recommend that hard structures, such as dikes and seawalls, are not 

installed. This is because they will cause more damage and costs then they will be worth. 
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Furthermore, they will destroy coastal habitat and will interfere with natural appearance of 

coastal zones, potentially impacting tourism and therefore influx of revenue.  

• Less invasive alternatives include replanting sea grasses or restoring and planting Staghorn 

and Elkhorn coral in coastal reefs to strengthen natural breakwater of the reefs. As water 

level rises, plant at a higher elevation. When considering coral restoration, using micro-

fragmentation would be useful to decrease the amount of time to maturity of the coral from 

25 years to 3 years (Page, 2018). This method was utilized in the Florida Keys, where it 

proved successful in improving the rate of growth. Enforcing types of fishing restrictions 

near coral can prevent more damage to the ecosystem and natural break waters that the 

coral provides.  

• We found that facilitating dune growth can protect the beach itself, as well as adjacent 

infrastructure or ecosystems, such as roads and mangrove forest (Personal Communication, 

2019; U.S. EPA, 2009). From this we determined that replenishment should increase 

accretion and reduce sand loss due to erosion through the use of sand fencing, beach 

nourishment in some areas, and collecting and baling sargassum to both reduce its negative 

impacts on coastal ecology and to naturally facilitate dune growth.  

• Unless a beach is protecting valuable infrastructure, change and migration inland of the 

coastline is a natural process that should be allowed.  This is known as facilitating retreat 

as has been used successfully in Buzzards Bay, Massachusetts (U.S. EPA, 2009). 

 

Rocky Beaches 

• Planting trees and plants in coastline can help reduce erosion. If the conditions are suitable, 

we suggest planting mangroves slightly out in the water to lessen energy of waves when it 

reaches. Unless the site is heavily visited or adjoining a road or other infrastructure, PLN 

should allow erosion and natural progression inland of coastline and to relocate coastal 

plants farther inland to maintain the migrating habitat. This strategy of facilitating retreat 

has been recommended for natural coastal areas by the EPA (U.S. EPA, 2009). Planting 

coral offshore can provide a natural breakwater effect and dissipate wave energy to protect 

land from coastal erosion. When considering coral restoration, using micro-fragmentation 

would be useful to decrease the amount of time to maturity of the coral from 25 years to 3 

years (Page, 2018). This method was utilized in the Florida Keys, where it proved 

successful in improving the rate of growth. Enforcing types of fishing restrictions near 

coral can prevent more damage to the ecosystem and natural break waters that the coral 

provides.  

 

Built Infrastructure 

• Before building new structures, we recommend preventive planning by considering GIS 

SLR projections and other climate risks. When possible, build in areas which are less likely 

to be impacted by flooding and SLR (U.S. EPA, 2009). 

• Adapt infrastructure by raising existing structures in at risk areas on stilts to protect from 

the effects of flood damage as recommended by Australia’s CoastAdapt documents 

(Australian Government Department of the Environment and Energy, 2019). Ensure 

existing structures are regularly inspected and maintained. Corrosion caused by changes in 

humidity can weaken structures and should be identified.  

• Also, fortifying roofs to effectively shed water will reduce impacts of extreme weather 

events. This can include waterproofing sealant.  
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5.1.2 Site Specific Recommendations 

For all of the following specific recommendations it should be noted that all of the 

recommended strategies we present can extend the life of current infrastructure, but do not 

provide a permanent solution to the impacts of climate change.  More drastic adaptations to the 

changes for infrastructure will eventually be needed to maintain operation and access to the 

reserves. Climate change will impact areas and adaptation strategies in unexpected and different 

ways in each site of implementation. Monitoring the results of adaptation is important to evaluate 

if the success of the chosen strategies and determine if alternative strategies should be used. 

Furthermore, natural systems are typically able to adapt on their own in some areas letting nature 

adapt and change rather than trying to maintain the current ecosystem will be beneficial. 

 

For Las Cabezas de San Juan Natural Reserve: 

Access Road 

• The GIS data from the MIPR suggests that sections of the road will be inundated after one 

foot of SLR (Government of Puerto Rico, 2015). To protect the road for as long as possible, 

we recommend raising the ground level in the belt of trees using natural materials, 

preferably ones located on site. Using natural materials will minimize the environmental 

impact and preserve the natural appearance of the area. This idea was developed after 

speaking with Regional Superintendent Antares Ramos Álvarez during our site visit 

(Personal Communications, 2019). Wood chips are recommended because there are a lot 

of trees on site that were killed during the hurricanes and need to be disposed of and PLN 

has a large chipper. Sargassum would also be a good option because it is already located 

on site in large amounts, and this would help with the excessive build up on the beaches 

during certain times of year. Sargassum does have a propensity to smell while decomposing 

which could be either a benefit or shortcoming. It would be a benefit because it would 

subtly dissuade beach goers to walk through the tree belt onto the access road, however it 

could also un-appealing for tourists visiting the reserve. If this area is being built up, it is 

important to provide access through/over this area for tourists that will inevitably be 

traveling from the beach to the road. Additionally, while spreading material to build up the 

ground level it is important to spread one thin layer at a time so that the implementation is 

subtle and does not negatively impact the plant life in that area.  

• These strategies, combined with those specified below for Seven Seas Beach, have the 

potential to extend the useful life of this road. However, it is realistic to prepare for the loss 

of this road since sections will be inundated after as little as one foot of SLR (Government 

of Puerto Rico, 2015).  

 

Seven Seas Beach 

• From our GIS images and site visits, it was apparent that the beach would be affected by 

SLR and erosion. Planting Uva de playa in staggered rows at the top of the beach spaced 

three feet apart to stabilize sediment and provide a windbreak effect. This information was 

given to us by Ahmed Pérez. He stated that these trees would be useful in protecting the 

coast because they are suited to high salt conditions (Personal Communication, 2019).  

• Another potential strategy is beach nourishment with sand to combat the effects of sea level 

rise and coastal erosion. This strategy has been used in other projects around the US as 

stated in the EPA Synthesis of adaptation options for coastal areas (2009). Beach 

nourishment requires continued maintenance as the newly added sand will be eroded away 
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over time. Therefore, it should be used sparingly in areas where the beach is eroding at a 

particularly fast rate (U.S. EPA, 2009).  

• Planting coastal grasses to stabilize sediment is another solution that could improve the 

quality of the beach. Planting aquatic grasses can minimize wave energy at the beach, while 

also stabilizing sediment. Different areas such as the Chesapeake and Tampa Bays have 

utilized these strategies to protect the coast. (U.S. EPA, 2009).  

• In addition, restoration of offshore reefs can act as a natural breakwater and diminish wave 

energy; it also serves as a habitat for aquatic life. Potential coral species include Elkhorn 

and Staghorn coral because they grow quickly to a large size and exhibit resilience. Coral 

should only be planted at locations of existing reefs, or else there is a risk of disrupting 

currents and causing unintended erosion elsewhere. We developed this recommendation 

by examining previous uses of coral restoration in the San Juan Bay Estuary Climate 

Change Adaptation Plan and speaking with Regional Superintendent Antares Ramos 

Álvarez. (Bauzá-Ortega, 2015; Personal Communications, 2019) 

 

Playa Jayuya 

• This site has restricted access which would make the implementation of adaptation 

strategies difficult. Pablo Ponce de León explained that the site can only be accessed via a 

30-minute walk on foot, or potentially by boat if the offshore coral reefs can be navigated 

(Personal Communication, 2019). For a site like this, we recommend that PLN concentrates 

excavation efforts to remove archaeological artifacts before ocean inundation occurs. From 

the MIPR data, this site is expected to be inundated after three feet of sea level rise 

(Government of Puerto Rico, 2015). With limited time and effects of sea level rise already 

present, this excavation is high priority.  

 

Playa Lirios 

• Because this is a rocky beach, it is naturally more resistant to erosion than the sandy 

beaches we considered. However, the rocky ground also means that strategies such as 

beach nourishment, tree planting, and dune development are not applicable here. By 

examining previous uses of coral restoration in the San Juan Bay Estuary Climate Change 

Adaptation Plan and speaking with Regional Superintendent Antares Ramos Álvarez, we 

were able to develop this recommendation (Bauzá-Ortega, 2015; Personal 

Communications, 2019).  In this location, we recommend restoring offshore coral reefs to 

act as a natural breakwater can help prevent further coastal erosion. Potential coral species 

include Elkhorn and Staghorn coral because they grow quickly to a large size and exhibit 

resilience. Coral should only be planted at locations of existing reefs, or else there is a risk 

of disrupting currents and causing unintended erosion elsewhere.  

• Assisting the migration of coastal plants by planting further inland where shoreline will be 

receding to. This can help reduce the impact of erosion on the coast. The practice of 

allowing coastal ecosystems to move inland is known as facilitating retreat, and the EPA 

has cited successful uses of this strategy in Buzzards Bay, Massachusetts (U.S. EPA, 2009).  

 

Playa Canalejo 

• At Playa Canalejo, the restoration of offshore coral reefs can act as a natural breakwater 

and diminish wave energy; it also serves as a habitat for aquatic life. Potential coral species 

include Elkhorn and Staghorn coral because they grow quickly to a large size and exhibit 
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resilience. Coral should only be planted at locations of existing reefs, or else there is a risk 

of disrupting currents and causing unintended erosion elsewhere. We developed this 

recommendation by examining previous uses of coral restoration in the San Juan Bay 

Estuary Climate Change Adaptation Plan and speaking with Regional Superintendent 

Antares Ramos Álvarez. (Bauzá-Ortega, 2015; Personal Communications, 2019) 

• Antares Ramos Álvarez requested that a strategy be developed to reinforce the dunes along 

the beaches (Personal Communication, 2019). She supplied us with preliminary ideas that 

we supported with information from The Commonwealth of Massachusetts Sand Fencing 

Report (2018).  Dune development can be accomplished by two methods in this location. 

Sand fences, in the form of wooden pallets or wire-strung wooden planks, are placed 

towards the top of the beach and will naturally develop a dune over time by slowing down 

the wind to catch airborne sand particles. The sand fences are most effective when spaced 

with 50% slats and 50% open space. The posts should be spaced approximately 4 feet apart 

and inserted at least 4 feet into the ground for optimum effectiveness (The Commonwealth 

of Massachusetts, 2018). A similar effect can be accomplished by using sargassum bales. 

Because the sargassum is already present on Playa Canalejo in excessive amounts, this 

would be an efficient use of resources. The sargassum should be baled into bales measuring 

about 2.5 feet by 2.5 feet by 2 feet for transport. These bales should then be placed on the 

windward side of the dune (Bauzá-Ortega, 2015). 

• Planting Uva de playa in staggered rows at the top of the beach spaced 3 feet apart to 

stabilize sediment and provide a windbreak effect. This information was given to us by 

Ahmed Pérez. He stated that these trees would be useful in protecting the coast because 

they are suited to high salt conditions (Personal Communication, 2019).  

• Planting aquatic vegetation is another useful strategy. Planting aquatic grasses such as 

eelgrass can minimize wave energy at the beach, while also stabilizing sediment. Different 

areas such as the Chesapeake and Tampa Bays have utilized these strategies to protect the 

coast. (U.S. EPA, 2009).  

 

Visitor Center  

• The GIS data from the MIPR indicates that the visitor center is not in immediate danger as 

it will not be inundated until sea levels rise six feet. However, the area will be at risk of 

erosion and flooding during extreme weather events at lower levels of sea level rise. 

Because the building is already raised approximately three feet above ground level it is 

already partially protected against these effects. As the sea level continues to rise, flooding 

may become more frequent and the elevated water level will provide a higher base for 

storm surges. If future conditions indicate that the current elevation of the building is not 

sufficient, then it may be necessary to elevate the structure farther to remove it from at risk 

zones. This adaptation has been recommended in similar situations by Australia's 

CoastAdapt system (Australian Government Department of the Environment and Energy, 

2019). 

 

El Faro 

• According to our research, El Faro is only slightly as risk to the impacts of climate change, 

specifically extreme weather events and natural disasters. The lighthouses high elevation 

protects it from SLR and coastal erosion. Based on statements from PLN Environmental 

Interpreter Pablo Ponce De León indicating that El Faro had previously been damaged 
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during hurricanes, we recommend that they prepare for increased frequency and intensity 

of extreme weather events (Personal Communications, 2019). This can be achieved by 

ensuring that the structure is completely waterproof and able to withstand winds and rains 

that may exceed historic records.  

 

Laguna Grande 

• Currently, we do not recommend any adaptation strategies for the Laguna Grande. The 

only potential threat that has been identified to the area is a larger than normal influx of 

ocean water, but historically the bioluminescent organisms have been resilient and able to 

adapt. At this point, no one that we talked to had any knowledge on the impacts on the 

bioluminescent lagoon due to climate change (Personal Communication, 2019).  

 

Boardwalk 

• During future renovations, we recommend raising the boardwalk as necessary to 

accommodate SLR and protect from flooding. From our assessment portion of our 

methodology, the boardwalk will be impacted by SLR at six feet. This future planning of 

this piece of infrastructure will help with its adaptation to climate change (Government of 

Puerto Rico, 2015).  

 

For Área Natural Protegida Medio Mundo y Daguao: 

Future Trails 

• Facilities Manager Santiago Oliver Báez expressed the hope of developing walking trails 

within the park and specifically the edge of Los Machos to make it more accessible to 

tourists. These should be located outside of zones at risk of sea level rise for simpler 

management. To make the mangroves accessible to tourists, building boardwalks higher in 

at risk areas will accommodate some changes in sea level. 

 

Dirt Road 

• We recommend restoring the coastal mangrove belt to its former condition, and potentially 

extending it further into the ocean. This will help to protect the road from waves, slow 

SLR, and stabilize erosion in the area. This is discussed in more detail in the coastal 

mangrove section below.  

• At sections of the road where erosion is already present, we suggest reinforcing the road 

with crushed stone. This natural material will promote drainage and slow erosion of the 

roadway. This strategy was developed by speaking with Facilities Coordinator, Santiago 

Oliver Báez (Personal Communications, 2019). 

 

Coastal Mangroves 

• From our assessment, we find that the mangrove forest will be impacted by one foot of 

SLR and any extreme weather events (Government of Puerto Rico, 2015). We recommend 

that efforts should be made to remove dead mangroves and other vegetation to make space 

for planting new mangroves. As time and manpower is available, we recommend planting 

the mangroves in bands. Cutting belts closest to the road and replanting those first so that 

the outer dead mangroves will provide protection for the young trees as they begin to grow. 

The replanting of new mangroves trees would help protect the coast, rising the surface level 
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of the ground, and is more attractive for tourists exploring the reserve (Bauzá-Ortega, 

2015).  

 

Bridge 

• Santiago Oliver Báez was concerned with the condition of the bridge, as its integrity is 

jeopardized during high tide and extreme weather events (Personal Communication, 2019). 

This makes the bridge susceptible to accelerated corrosion due to ocean acidification and 

flooding. This means it will likely require more frequent replacement than necessary in the 

past. This is crucial to maintaining the structural integrity and safety of the bridge, as 

corroded metal could cause the system to fail. When the channel floods, the water flowing 

through can exert a great deal of force on the bridge that could potentially damage the 

structure. During future construction of a new bridge, we suggest raising the level of the 

bridge to accommodate the rising sea level as this area is expected to be inundated after six 

feet of SLR (Government of Puerto Rico, 2015). Elevating the bridge so that it is no longer 

underwater during flood events would likely extend its useful life.  

 

Visitor Center 

• The visitor center is not directly threatened by the effects of climate change, unless there 

are unpredicted impacts on the nearby shore. The GIS data from the MIPR indicated that 

this structure would not be threatened, even with six feet of SLR (Government of Puerto 

Rico, 2015). At this time, we do not recommend any actions at the visitor center. 

 

Medio Mundo Beach 

• Antares Ramos Álvarez requested that a strategy be developed to reinforce the dunes along 

the beaches (Personal Communication, 2019). She supplied us with preliminary ideas that 

we supported with information from The Commonwealth of Massachusetts Sand Fencing 

Report (2018). The development of dunes or the enhancement of existing ones will provide 

a barrier at the top of the beach. Dune development can be accomplished by two methods 

in this location. Sand fences, in the form of wooden pallets or wire-strung wooden planks, 

are placed towards the top of the beach and will naturally develop a dune over time by 

slowing down the wind to catch airborne sand particles. The sand fences are most effective 

when spaced with 50% slats and 50% open space. The posts should be spaced 

approximately 4 feet apart and inserted at least 4 feet into the ground for optimum 

effectiveness (The Commonwealth of Massachusetts, 2018). A similar effect can be 

accomplished by using sargassum bales. Because the sargassum is already present here in 

excessive amounts, this would be an efficient use of resources. The sargassum should be 

baled into 2.5 feet by 2.5 feet by 2 feet for transport. These bales should then be placed on 

the windward side of the dune (Bauzá-Ortega, 2015). Wherever dunes are built up, it is 

important to provide access through them for people at a few select locations so that the 

dunes are not worn down by foot traffic.   

• Planting Uva de playa in staggered rows at the top of the beach spaced 3 feet apart to 

stabilize sediment and provide a windbreak effect. This information was given to us by 

Ahmed Pérez. He stated that these trees would be useful in protecting the coast because 

they are suited to high salt conditions (Personal Communication, 2019).  

• Another possibility would be to plant coral offshore to create a natural break water and 

decrease the wave energy. We developed this recommendation by examining previous uses 
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of coral restoration in the San Juan Bay Estuary Climate Change Adaptation Plan and 

speaking with Regional Superintendent Antares Ramos Álvarez. (Bauzá-Ortega, 2015; 

Personal Communications, 2019). The coral can also serve as a habitat for aquatic life. 

Potential coral species include Elkhorn and Staghorn coral because they grow quickly to a 

large size and exhibit resilience. Coral should only be planted at locations of existing reefs, 

or else there is a risk of disrupting currents and causing unintended erosion elsewhere.  

• Planting aquatic vegetation is another useful strategy: planting aquatic grasses can 

minimize wave energy at the beach, while also stabilizing sediment. Different areas such 

as the Chesapeake and Tampa Bays have utilized these strategies to protect the coast. (U.S. 

EPA, 2009).  

• Let the natural systems retreat inland and adapt to the rising water levels. The practice of 

allowing coastal ecosystems to move inland is known as facilitating retreat, and the EPA 

has cited successful uses of this strategy in Buzzards Bay, Massachusetts (U.S. EPA, 2009). 

It is recommended here because there is not any infrastructure restricting beach retreat. 

 

Langley Drive 

• Due to the road’s proximity to the Daguao River, Langley drive is in danger of flooding 

(Government of Puerto Rico, 2015). To reduce flooding from the Daguao River, 

constructing levees alongside the road could divert water elsewhere, which would reduce 

erosion. It may be necessary to accept that parts of this road will eventually be underwater 

due to river flooding. Langley Drive is a paved road in a more developed area. Because of 

this, we feel that the construction of levees is an appropriate strategy, even though it is 

more invasive than many of the other strategies (Australian Government Department of the 

Environment and Energy, 2019).  

 

Boardwalk 

• Santiago Oliver Báez described that the boardwalk is at risk due to flooding from the river, 

which would eliminate access to the observation tower (Personal Communication, 2019). 

Our research also revealed that it will be inundated after six feet of sea level rise 

(Government of Puerto Rico, 2015). During future renovations of the boardwalk, we 

recommend that it is raised higher to accommodate SLR and flooding like other 

infrastructure (Bauzá-Ortega, 2015).   

5.2 Future Work 

Because the implementation of climate change adaptation strategies has been limited in the 

Caribbean and Puerto Rico, monitoring the effects of adaptation strategies here will be important. 

Some strategies predicted to be effective may have unpredicted consequences, so the analysis of 

impacts can provide data for other areas with similar climates to more effectively adapt in the 

future. Furthermore, because climate model predictions are uncertain about the rate of sea level 

rise within the next 30-100 years, as the exact values are regional and dependent on global rates of 

greenhouse gas production and the climates response, monitoring the changes in sea level in Puerto 

Rico will provide important information for the local region and global data. It may be necessary 

to alter adaptation strategies to accommodate unexpected changes in sea level with time.  

In addition, developing a method to connect adaptation strategies with ongoing projects 

and objectives by PLN, such as Project Habitat and the education of local communities, will 

expand awareness about the importance of climate change and how it can be combated. Along 
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with the negative impacts of climate change, there is opportunity to expand our knowledge of how 

natural systems adapt. There are currently gaps in human knowledge which may be filled through 

observing the impacts of climate change in the coming years. For example, no one knows how 

climate change, and a more direct connection to the ocean, will affect the dinoflagellates in the 

bioluminescent lagoon. Another study to help increase our knowledge on natural systems, would 

involve observing how mangroves adapt to SLR in Puerto Rico. There have been studies on the 

mangrove’s adaptation to SLR in other locations, but the results have been conflicting, furthermore 

little has been specifically researched in Puerto Rico and the Caribbean. This information will be 

important for unexpected climate change impacts, so that adaptation strategies can be altered to 

maintain effectiveness. 

 SLR projections outside of the boundary of Las Cabezas de San Juan Nature Reserve show 

that the government road PR-987 will be inundated at three feet of SLR. This would cut off access 

into the reserve. This amount of SLR may also impact the nursery and other infrastructure around 

the visitor center. We recommend that the vulnerability of this area be further evaluated. To 

maintain access in the natural reserve it will be important to work with the Puerto Rican 

government and local communities in order to implement adaptation strategies outside of the 

reserve so that the road PR-987 can maintain functionality in the coming years. 

 Other areas under the protection of PLN and throughout Puerto Rico will also be impacted 

by climate change. Through the application of the same methods outlined within this project, other 

at-risk areas may be assessed to provide a foundation to incorporate climate change adaptation into 

the next edition of site management plans. Globally, climate change is a major issue threatening 

both natural and manmade systems. Through climate change adaptation strategies, such as those 

outlined in our project, the damaging effects on ecosystems, infrastructure, cultural heritage sites 

can be reduced. We expect this project to be transferable into other regions that are struggling with 

impacts of climate change, especially those with extensive coastal zones.  
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Appendix A: Environmental Protection Agency Adaptation Options 

A.1 Adaptation Options for Maintaining/Restoring Wetlands 
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A.2 Adaptation Options for Maintaining Sediment Transport 
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A.3 Adaptation Options for Preserving Coastal Land/Development (incl. 

Infrastructure) 
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A.4 Adaptation Options for Maintaining Shorelines through “Soft” Measures 
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A.5 Adaptation Options for Maintaining Shorelines through “Hard” 

Measures 
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A.6 Adaptation Options for Invasive Species Management 
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A.7 Adaptation Options for Preserving Habitat for Vulnerable Species 
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A.8 Adaptation Options for Maintaining Water Quality 
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A.9 Adaptation Options for Maintaining Water Availability 
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Appendix B: Ranking of Management Strategies 

B.1 Full List of Ranked Strategies 
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B.2 Cost-Benefit Analysis of Adaptation Strategies 
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Appendix C: PLN Employee Sample Interview 
PLN Team - Jacob Boles, Ari Athair, Brooke DePascale, and Dylan Parrow 
Interviewee Name:  
 
We are a team from Worcester Polytechnic Institute working with Para la Naturaleza to develop a series 

of recommendations to reduce the impacts of climate change in protected areas. We have developed this 

series of questions in order to gain insight into PLN’s current efforts towards adapting to climate change. 

The results of this interview will be used as we continue to assess sites, prioritize critical areas, and 

propose adaptation strategy recommendations.  
 
Do you mind if we record your name for the purpose of our records? 

 
What is your position at Para la Naturaleza? What does this role involve? 
 
We are trying to develop a set of recommendations for adaptation to climate change in protected areas. 

These recommendations will be added into the next revision of PLN’s management plans.  Is there 

information that you believe we should be looking for? 
 
Can you direct us towards any resources? 

 
Do you have any maps of the sites that could be useful? 
 
What adaptation strategies are currently being implemented in the two sites? 
 
Has a volunteer workforce been trained and recruited? 

 
 If so, how is it organized? 
 
Most plans that we have looked at have offered information on evaluation of sites, without offering any 

specific recommendations for dealing with climate change impacts. Where would you suggest we find 

information on specific adaptation strategies; i.e. ways to adapt to coastal erosion?  
 
What climate change models have been investigated? 

 
Which look most promising/have been focused on? 

 
Have any models been thrown out and if so why? 

 
What other information have you learned since the 2010 management plans were published that will be 

added to future management plans for Las Cabezas de San Juan and Las Área Natural Protegida Medio 

Mundo y Daguao? 

 
Could you locate some of the areas at each site that have been impacted by climate change using these 

maps?  

 
Is there anyone else in PLN or elsewhere in Puerto Rico that is researching climate change adaptation 

strategies that you would recommend us to speak with? 
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Appendix D: Maps of Las Cabezas de San Juan and Área Natural 

Protegida Medio Mundo y Daguao Used During Interviews 

D.1 Labeled Map of Las Cabezas de San Juan 
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D.2 Labeled Map of Área Natural Protegida Medio Mundo y Daguao 
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Appendix E: Prioritization Procedure 

E.1 Procedure for Prioritizing Based on Importance 
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E.2 Point System Procedure for Prioritizing Based on Vulnerability 

Points for Sea Level Rise 

4 
Portions of this area will be inundated after 1 foot of SLR such that it would impact the 

usage/function of the area. 

3 
Portions of this area will be inundated after 3 feet of SLR such that it would impact the 

usage/function of the area. 

2 
Portions of this area will be inundated after 6 feet of SLR such that it would impact the 

usage/function of the area. 

1 
Portions of this area have the potential to be inundated by SLR greater than 6 feet such that it 

would impact the usage/function of the area. 

0 
This area’s location indicates there is no reasonable possibility that it will be inundated in the 

foreseeable future.  

Points for Coastal Erosion 

2 Area is already showing visible signs of erosion. 

1 
This area’s location within 10 meters of the coastline could put the area at risk of erosion 

during extreme weather events or once SLR progresses. 

0 
This area’s location indicates that there is no reasonable possibility that it will be subject to 

coastal erosion in the foreseeable future. 

Points for FEMA Floodplain Classification (Flood Zones, n.d.) 

2 
AO - River or stream flood hazard area with a 1% or greater annual chance of flooding usually 

in the form of sheet flow in the one foot to three-foot range.  

2 
VE - Area along the coast susceptible an annual flood risk of 1% plus additional risks caused 

by the speed of the waves due to the effects of the storm. 

1 AE - Areas susceptible to an annual flood risk of 1%. 

0 No floodplain designation in this area. 

Points for Susceptibility to Extreme Weather Events 

1 
This area’s immediate proximity to coast or open exposure make it particularly susceptible to 

the effects of extreme weather events such as hurricanes.  

0 
This area is located away from the coast or is protected by natural or manmade features such 

that it has a standard level of risk to damage from extreme weather events such as hurricanes.  
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Appendix F: Prioritization Results 

F.1 Raw Data from Importance Based Prioritization at Las Cabezas de San 

Juan Nature Reserve 
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F.2 Raw Data from Importance Based Prioritization at Área Natural 

Protegida Medio Mundo y Daguao 
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F.3 Raw Data from Vulnerability Based Prioritization  

 

Vulnerability Rankings for Las Cabezas de San Juan Nature Reserve 

Area SLR 
Coastal 

Erosion 
Floodplains EWE Vulnerability1 Total 

Road 4 1 2 (VE) 1 6 

Seven Seas Beach 4 2 2 (VE) 1 7 

Play Jayuya 3 2 2 (AO) 1 6 

Playa Lirios 3 2 2 (VE) 1 6 

Playa Canalejo 3 2 2 (VE) 1 6 

Visitors Center 3 0 1 0 4 

El Faro 0 0 0 1 1 

Laguna Grande 4 0 1 0 5 

Boardwalk 2 0 1 0 3 
1 This point is given to areas that are particularly vulnerable to the effects of extreme weather events because they have 

immediate proximity to the coast (i.e. beaches) or are located such that they are particularly exposed and/or lack protection (i.e. 

El Faro).  

 

Vulnerability Rankings for Área Natural Protegida Medio Mundo y Daguao  

Area SLR 
Coastal 

Erosion 
Floodplains EWE Vulnerability1 Total 

Dirt Road 4 2 2 (VE) 1 7 

Mangrove Forest 4 1 2 (VE) 1 6 

Bridge 2 0 2 (VE) 1 3 

Visitors Center 1 0 1 1 3 

Medio Mundo 

Beach 3 2 2 (VE) 1 6 

Langley Drive 2 1 2 (AO) 0 3 

Boardwalk 2 0 1 0 3 

1 This point is given to areas that are particularly vulnerable to the effects of extreme weather events because they have 

immediate proximity to the coast (i.e. beaches) or are located such that they are particularly exposed and/or lack protection (i.e. 

El Faro).  

 


